BUSINESS MUST STtti, GO ON • •
Over four long years of hard, gruelling
slogging, man-power problems, production difficulties, regulations that
strangle, taxation that quells the
stoutest heart . . . yes, it's not been
easy on the home front .•• but it's not
been easy in the hills of Crete, the
sands of Libya and the rain-drenched
iungles of New Guinea ••. yet the sun
is beginning to shine a little more consistently, the first massive signs of
better things to come are unmistakable. We've seen it through so far and
who's to say the last "pinch" will
witness us falter. Already we here at
CROWN are planning for a brighter
and better future when Tom comes
back and Dick takes up his old iob,
when Harry's back at the testing bench
and Charlie is once again a customer.
In the meantime we're still 'flat out"
on Defence work, so we ask you to be
patient. Remember our distributors are
eager to help you meet all essential
Poge 2

civil requirements, they are anxious
to moke things as easy as they can
for you-consult them always
CROWN RADIO COMPONENTS
INCLUDE
B/C CoilJ, "Permatune" or Air Core.
S/ W CoilJ, "Permatune" or Air Core.
l.F. TranJformerJ, "Permatune" or Air Core.
Tuning UnitJ ( with and without R.F. Stage).
Dia/J (edgrlit and celluloid) .
-rimmers. PadderJ.
j; oltage Dividers.
W/W RniJton
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EDITORIAL
To some outsiders it is difficult to understand the inspiration
which motivates the radio enthusiast. Business acquaintances are
amazed at the circulation of "Australasian Radio World." They
cannot see why it sells so well at a time when radio parts are
difficult to obtain, set construction is controlled and, generally, con·
ditions are adverse for the experimenter.
At the. moment our sales are more than double the figure
they were in 1939, and our subscribers number four times as many.
What is the reason?
You know the reason as well as I do.
Radio is interesting. Reading about circuit developments is
instructive and enjoyable. With simple equipment and a few "junk''
parts it is possible to carry out practical experimenting which ha~
excitement, even thrills for the keen radioman. Routine repairs of
broken-down sets is not hum-drum work. In most cases it calls
for the skill of the fictional detective, tracking down the trouble
by careful analysis of clues which point the way. Sometimes the
pu2.zle is quite baffling and the alert radioman pursues a most ,enjoyable hunt to locate the culprit component.
Considering the practical angles only, the hard-headed realists
have long pointed out that you can buy a radio set almost as
cheaply as you can build one. But have you ever known anyone
to derive so much enjoyment from a factory-built set as he g«ts from
one built with his own hands, adjusted to suit his own taste and
inside which he can visualize each component "doing its stuff" as
the signal passes from aerial to speaker?
The more we think of it, the greater is our faith in the future
of the technical radio enthusiast.
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AND
Four years ago the entire activities of the R.C.S. organisation were devoted to the manufacture of quality radio
parts. Since then their every effort has naturally been
devoted to the production of the precision radio -.md
electrical apparatus needed /or the construction of urgent
defence equipment.

l~o.,z ~)

RAD I 0

With the approach of Victor, however, a new era in
radio is on its way. What the sensational new developments in th1, field of electronics will mean to the set
constructor of the future 110 one can safely say-but both
the professional engineer and the amateur builder can
rely on the fact that. when the time comes, R.C.S. will
be ready and waiting with the exact type of component~
required. Plans have, in /act, AT,READY BEEN COM
PLETED /or the introduction of neu: insulating materials,
new techniques. and new methods of manufacture that
will ensure for R.C.S. 11 standard of quality even higher
than that of pre-war years

PTY.

LTD.,

SYDNEY.,

N. S. W.

CS39-3792.
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MUTTON GOOD AT AMPLIFIERS

T

HE final of the Victorian Amplifier Championship was held at the
studios of 3UZ on Saturday night,
October 28. An enthusiastic audience
of about 250 paid 1/11 each for admittance and crowded the studio.
Charlie Mutton, popular "Radio
World" contributor won the Grade 1
( open, professional, all powers).
The "Australasian Radio World"
prize of £5/5/- for the Grade 2 contest ( home-built amplifiers of under 18
watts power) was won by H. McLean.
Other results on page 10.
Well Organized
The contest was well organized by
the Australian DX Radio Club, in
conjunction with the Melbourne broadcasting weekly "Listener-In". Fiftyone entries were recei\'ed and from
these a team of three judges selected
the finalists. Originally it was intended that there should be three finalists
in each grade, but the judges were
unable to reach a decision at the preliminary judging of Grade 2, and
eventually decided to bring along six
finalists in that grade.
The Amplifiers
The amplifiers at the final were a
representative lot, mostly 2A3 type
triodes in push-pull, and it was interesting to note that in every case great
care had been taken to ensure ade4uate "driYe" to the final stage. Indirectly-heated power pentodes, connected up as triodes, sometimes in
push-pull, were favourites for the
driving stage. There were three amplifiers at the final using beam power
valves with inverse feedback, but it
was pretty evident that their repro··
duction did not meet with the approval
of the judges or the audience.
Good Audio Transformers
Congratulations are in order for the
makers of Trimax transformers.
The winning amplifiers in el'ery
grade in the contest, as well as the
''Champion of Clrnrnpions" were fitted
with audio transformers of "Trimax''
brand, manufactured in Melbourne.
Such res.n its are definite proof that
these transformers are capable of
giving splendid reproduction a.nd a re
equal or better than eYen the best, of
overseas transformers.
Heavy Power Equipment
Another admirable feature of the
successful amplifiers was the weight of
the power equipment. Most of the
successful finalists were using plenty
of metal and wire in their power
trans.formers and chokes, giving freedom from hum and ample resene of
high tension for the heavy passages
of reproduction.
The Recordings
As is customary with these contests,
the competitors were allowed to play

a. record of their own choosing, and
then a portion of a record which was
selected by the judges and had to be
played by each competitor as soon as
he had finished playing his own choice.
At least, that was the original intention, but in practice the scheme dicl
not work out too well, for the competitors seemed to show a distinct preference for the ,Joe Daniels records,
which are noted for their brilliant reproduction of the cow-bells, jingles and
jangles, but are not .exactly soothing
to the nerves. As a result the judg·e s,
by the time they had listened intently
to about ten amplifiers and twenty recordings, were unable to withstand the
onslaught. Pressure had to be brought
by the Chairman to have the competitors withdraw their selected Hotshot numbers and play music instead.
The Judging
The weakness of the whole contest
was in the manner of judging. The
three judges chosen to decide the winners were three men of undoubted
integrity and ability, but they were
overwhelmed by a hopeless task. During the couple of weeks prior to the
final they had to listen to over fifty
amplifiers ancl select a dozen, then sit
in the middle of the audience and pick

the winners from these dozen finalists,
all excellent amplifiers and with very
little between them.
It is therefore quite understandable
that the results cannot be justified ou
p aper. For example, Mutton beat
Keogh in Grade 1, yet when the same
amplifiers were played again about an
hour later the verdict placed Keogh
in second place, with Mutton nowhere!
Again, in Grade 2, the judges verdict
was McLean first and Keogh second.
Half an hour later, these two amplifiers met in a play-off for the honour
of runner up to the Champion of
Champions, and the verdict w:as reversed.
For next year the matter of arranging a system of judging to ·give the
judges a lighter load will need looki11g
into, but otherwise everything should
be all set for a really good contest
with inter-State representation, which
should be possible with the war cleane~
up.
Congratulations
Considering the difficult times and
the problem of obtaining good equipment the contest w.as a wonderful success and great praise is due to the
organisers, the judges and the competitors.

Radio equipment l.s vital
in modern warfare, and a

favourite target for enemy
attack. Here is an Australian installation which
has been t h o r o u g h I y
camouflaged.

-
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ELECT!\DnICS
.. the kelJ to Tomon

THE

radio valve is really an electron tube, It eontrolt ef.ectrons--the amalleat
particles of matter known to 1cience. It operate, in the world of aub-11tom1, where
these electrons travel at apeeds approxim11tinc the apeed of Hcht-186,000 miles a
second!

In the development and applicatio!li of electrni• i. th• 1denee of war and of
post-war induatrial problema, PHILIPS aN playin; 1 major role.
Philips acientbt11 and engineera have l<>OJ ltNO pntting the electron to work
for th11 welfare of man. They have pt.nMnd and developed many electro.nic
ncuuri'I' tube,, apparatw and. appli11111• wit.... pnrpo,1 i, te laboar, to entertain,
to in1truct, to heal.
.

r•• 1A ,.,,.,,

Remember, when . you handle Q Phili,,.
to tlu, most uncanny yet the mo,t potent

tluon.,.,,

In "/OUT ftngtlTI ,,,. .,,.,.
of -..odern time,.

el

PHILIPS

Lampa and Lighting • Radio and Television • Tranamittin.g Equipment • Electronic Devices • X-Ray Apparatua •
Electrical Equipment for lnduatry, etc.

PHILIPS
Sydney

ELECTRICAL

INDUSTRIES

Melbourne

OF

Adelaide

AUSTRALIA
Perth

PTY.

LIMITED
Brisbane

POSSIBILITIES OF FREQUENCY MODULATf ON
A

S CAN be gathered from its title,
frequency modulation varies from
our normal amplitude modulation
in that the frequency of the carrier is
varied according to the audio com'
ponent, instead of having its amplitude
varied as at present. Technically the
scheme is fairly simple. A valve is
coupled up in ·such a way that its effect
alters the tuning of the transmitter's
oscillator according to an audio signal
impressed on its grid. By this means
the transmitter's frequenc~· is altered

By A.G. HULL
according to the modulation. Complication is introduced to get correct
phasing, but, one understood, the f.rn.
transmitter is just as simple, or even
simpler, than the a.m. type.
Likew'ise, the receiver is not complicated. Superhets are conventional,
except that U.H.F. practice is followed
with frequency converter, an intermediate amplifier and conventional
audio. Two main differences are to be
noted__:_ the limiter which is used as a
noise suppressor against noise of an
amplitude modulated variety and the
detector, which takes the form of a
sort of balanced twin diode, an audio
component being obtained when the
carrier varies away from normal
frequency.
Local technicians have not had much
experience with f.m., not having the
opportunity, but we haven't any doubt
they will take it in their stride when
the time comes.

Considered on present standards, .,
limited 'range appears a handicap, but
not when considered as a part of a
possible f.m. scheme for dozens of
stations in each country town or centre,
as well as in each metropolitan area.
On the present broadcast band it is
desirable to limit each transmitter to
occupy a band-width of not more than
ten kilocycles, and this does not allow
each station to go very far into the
realm of high fidelity. Even so, there
are only channels enough for about
22 stations. In fact, in capital cities,
where six to eight stations share th<'
band, there are many cases of overlapping and selectivity difficulties with
receivers, but down between 5 and 7
metres there is room enough for 26
stations, each with a double-width
high-fidelity channel of 200 k.c. width
Coupled with the limitation of range,
it means that hundreds upon hundreds
of new broadcasting licences could be
issued to operate all over Australia.

factor is another which, helps the
imagination to conjure up a vision of
broadcasting unlimited. The reason
why low power is ample is found in the
explanation of the way in which noise
is suppressed. Practically all static,
both man-made and natural, is in t he
same form as amplitude-modulated
signals; in fact, it can be said that
the noise modulates the signal or has
exactly the same effect when handled
by the receiver. The noise and the
signal being so similar in, charactistics,
it is found almost impossible to separate
one from the other when attempting to
suppress noise at the receiver. But with
frequency modulation we can put in a
limiter circuit which will allow the re·
reiver to handle a carrier of up to a
certain strength but no stronger. By
setting this control to take effect at just
a shade higher than the normal f.m.
carrier strength, we will limit extraneous noise to this level, yet, still
pick off our audio component "·ithout
Note clearly that we say "could," not limit.

will.
The f.m. stations 11·ould not need to
be high-powered, and in practice it
has been found that 250 .watts is ample
power to cover the limited area served
by a station of this type. Comparatively low voltages can be used and the
overall cost of the transmitting equipment might be kept down to somewhere
hehYeen £100 and £200. This low-cost

Weak Signal Ample

As a result it has been found that a
signal strength of 50 microvolts is
ample for satisfactory programme on
f.m ., whereas with ten times that signal
strength on the a.rn. system there is
still difficulty from noise in unfavourable locations.
( Continued on next page)

RADIOMEN AT THE FRONT LIME

The Practical Aspects.

But to skip the technical angles and
get down to the practical aspects, the
big feature of frequency modulation is
the way in which interference noise,
as from static, both natural and manrnade, can be almost completely sup. pressed without affecting' the f.m.
signal.
This ability to deal with noise does
not appear to be important at first ·
glance, but is actually the key to a
couple of vital factors which may have
a great influence on the future possibilities of frequencr modulation. These
factors are: (I) Allows the use of low
wave-lengths, such as 5 to 7 metres;
(2) makes a low-powered signal ample
for entertainment purposes. Dealing
" ·ith the first point, we find that the
low wave-length bands (ultra high a.nil
very high frequencies) have some most
attractive features. For a start the
practical range is limited to about 24
miles, even with a fairly high aerial.

While waiti'ng for the bridge to be completed over the creek of Blucher Point, New
Guinea, this mobile observation relay station was still on the job directing fire for the
artilllsry. Reading left to right in the jeep, Private W. A. Langham, Rose Bay, and
Gunner R. Hazell, Rose Bay. On the pho,nes and wi·rel'e ss, Bombardier N. R. Jorrett,
Enfield, Gunner F. Cummings, Cowra, and Gunner S. Crossland, Hurstville.
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FREQUENCY MODULATION_

••THE
NAME

the use of higher-powered transmit.fr rs
on lhe present wave-lengths.

(Continued)

TO
KNOW
IN
RADIO"

The Change-over Period.

There is bound to be plenty of argu Still another possibility with f.m.
trnns111ission is the use of three separate rnrnt regarding the change-over period,
channels in order to get a stereoscopic if and ll'hen it occurs.
HeceiYer production for dl'ilian reeffect. Imagine three separate microphones arranged amidst an orchestra, quirements Jrnving been practically nonthree separate transmissions and receptions on different wave-lengths and the
resultant three signals fed into three
speakers arranged arirnnd your sittingrooro .

O

sun~
MHL
The \\·ay in which frequency modulation triumphs over the noise problem 's
one of the reasons why this method has
become popular for communications
bet\\·een tariks on the battlefield and
between planes in the skies. In peace
it may find similar applications in car
radios, not only as regards broadcasting- reception, but for headquarters
eo111rnunication from ambulances, police
pntrol cars, f\re brigades and even be- 8. Map of New South Wales, showing possible coverage of frequency modulation
tween deliven' trucks and their head
stations in principar towns.
office. Imagine the scope for such

existent for some years, it is onl~reasonable to consider that the reeeil'ers in use at present have gh-e11
years of service in return for their
original cost and so their owners should
'not be upset at the suggestion that they
be considered obsolete.

Sets Still Serviceable

Mop of Victoria, showing several important
towns with a 24 mile radius drawn around
them.

con1n1unication for taxi ser\'iccs, news-

paper clelinries, in fact all delivery
services.

The Political Angle.

RIDIOKES Pty. Ltd.
P.O·. Box 90
BROADWAY
Page 8

SYDNEY

Such n revolution in broadcasting
and radio communications as suggested
aho1·e is bound to haYe its political
repercussions. Many people hanker for
broi, cl casting licences, to such an ex'i ent that some lieences luwe a good"·ill 1·,due of over £100,000, and it has
been ru111oured in the past that some
licences lu11·e changed hands at this
liµ;ure. But if hundreds of additional
licences are issued it could be expected
t h:it these values would he undermined.
It is, therefore, reasonable to assume
that the introduction of frequency
modulation will not be without opposition from certain qua·rters. These opponents to f.m. can point out that
present sen-ices arc reasonably satisfactory and that the extranemis noise
problem can be dealt with by allowing

Not that the introduction nf frequency modulation on the ]011· ,1·r11·e-]engths would make the present sets
any more obsolete than did the introduction of dual-wal'ers · a fe11· Years
ago. Plenty of receiveFs cannot· tun<·
in the short-ll"a1·e stations, yet their ·
owners are quite satisfied ll'ith them
so long as they can tune in to "Salufr
to Screenland" or "-hateYer session
hnppens to be their fal'ourite . Frorn
the reception end the change-over may
he quite gradual, the higher-priced
post-11·ar sets offering both a.m. and
f.111. reception, with cheaper sets aYailable for one or the other. O,Yners of
really good broadcast receil·ers of the
present type ma~· investigate the possiliilities of f.m. by first purchasing a
cheap auxilliar~- set. From the transmission point of Yie\l' the change-m·er
is going to he more difficult, · unless
pioneered b~· the A.Il.C. serdce. Until
such time as f.111. has n Yast listening
audience it ,1·ould be unreasonable to
expect ach-ertisers to spend large sum~
of money on the sponsorship nf f.m .
programmes. ,vho, then, will carry the
expense of establishing and rnaintain-ing the f.n1. serl'ice until such time as
it is self-supporting? Looking to the
A.B.C. for guidance is unlikely to be
effectil'e, as they are hardly likely to
rnsh into anything without "due con(Continued on page 34)
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ALIGNMENT BY WOBBLER
A

CHECK up on the sale of serl'iec
oscillators· \l·ith t\l·o of Australia's
leading test equipment man 1tfa(' ·
tu rers reYealed that 01·er the past f\ v<:
;·ears a phenomenal number of senice!l'len and amateurs finally woke up to
the fad that guess "·ork and cut and
tn· rnethods just \\·ont. \\'ork, when
tl,'e problem of <"Orrect ahgnrnent crops
up.
Practical Experience

-

eous statements. Quote: A high ranking official in making comparative tests
beh1·een two. receivers made a staternent to the effect that due to making
major alterations to one of the two
similar receivers and realignment, the
sensitivity of the altered receiver was
far in ad,·ance of tl)e unaltered on~,. a_ncl
-.:hat due to the mcreased sens1tiv1ty
of the said receiver signals were being

====-====,;=;;;;=;;;=a,;=;;;;;c;;;;;;a;,-""'

The writer for the nast three vears
has cornpletdy aligned roughly i~ the
By
region of three thousand large comCHARLES MUTTON
111unication receivers, and, in so doinii:
c~rn quite justifiably claim to have
Plow Street, Thornbury, N 18, Vic.
come across just about all the trouble, ~~
that the human mind can think of in
connection with receiver construction received at Il9 strength, whereas the
and alignment.
Receh-ers returned same signals on the other receiver
from tropical areas, covered in fungus, were conspicuous by their absence. A
humidity effects, sweatrng gang plates, check on this state of affairs was made
production troubles in coils, variations accordingly and found to be correct .
in iron dust cores and unskilled labour But- gettink down to business "·ith
art' ~ust some of the rnunr and variecl a signal generator revealed quite a
problems which have been encountered different story. On checking the rehy the writer, since this country be. ceil·er with the apparent phenomenal
<"ame embroiled in the war.
sensitil·ity for image ratio, it was found
In connection with the extreme irn- rh:it at a frequency of 12 megacycle&
portance of alignment it might be op- -the image ratio was 2 : l whereas the
portune to point out in a practical accepted thing in a good receiver with
example how some people can be easily 2 RF stages and 2 IF stages should bt>
tnisle<l into . making <'Ompletely erron- approximately 1,000 to 2,000 : 1.

Perhaps to the uninitiated an cxplanatfon of image ratio will help to
provide a better appreciation of the
extreme importance of correct align-ment.
In any receiver of superheterodyne
design which is used for multiband
communication work or any superhel
for th·it matter there exists in the
plate circuit of the converter tube not
only the IF frequency but also other
ire11uencies comprising the incoming
signal -plus the IF frequency or the
sum frequency and the incoming signal
minus the IF frequency, the so-called
difference frequency. Now when a design engineer figures out his coil design
he has two alternatives. He can either
design his local o~cillato_r frequency
to _beat aheac~ or higher 111 frequency
of mconnng Slg?al by Ur.t amount equal
to th e chosen mtermedrnte freq1;1ency,
or he can design the lo~al oscillator
t o wor~ below _or l~wer 1n frequen<'.I'
)iy th~ rnte:medrnte frequency than tl'.e
mcommg . signal. F~r our purpose \i_e
are only mt_e reS t ed _m the _former c~se
w_here !he local oscillator 1s _operab_ng
lughe\m frequency th~n. the mput Sl~nal. l.n_der these _cond1t1ons, the osc1lla~or coil foi; a given frequ~ncy ba nd
will have less turns or less mductance
(Continued on next poge)
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C. Full schematic of the wobbler for alignment.
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WOBBLER

however the extreme selectivity incor- build a new receiver, if you can buy
porated ensures that it is practically a receiver or if you can buy a gang,
(Continued)
impossible to detect any trace of the a speaker, a dial or tubes?
image signal, unless, of course, an exThis is an exceedingly long introthan either the aerial or RF cuils. It tremely strong local is tuned in.
duction to a constructional article but
then must become apparent that these
Bad Misalignment
'the writer feels it was justified, in
are made to track accordingly under
.
.
.
. order to forcibly bi;ing to our many
those said conditions.
Return~ng to our practical case, this readers how important it is to realise
Reme_mber also however that across was pr~cisely wha~ had occurred. In that correct alignment of a receiver is
the osc11lato r_ grid i_nductance there is attei_nptmg rn rea!1gn one ?f the said everything, in fact, so important as to
shunted a trimmer condenser for ad- receivers the osc1_llator t_rimmer l~ad mean saving or ending our fighting
.111stment purposes. As the range of been set on the image signal, which men's lives.
this condenser covers a fair frequency h~d the effect of causing hopeless mis-Useful Features
span it is invariably possible to tune ahgnment of the band in Question, anci
this condenser to two different spots as the extremely loud signals were merely
Features of the described instrument.
will be e videnced by two distinct sig- the images which could not be heard
(1) No moving parts, fully electronic
nals on the receiver dial separated by on the other correctly aligned receiver, in action.
a frequency of twice the intermediate and the normal sensitivity of one micro(2) Band width 0-40 k.c. adjustable.
frequency. The correct position of the volt at a ratio of 1:1 at 50 mw output
(3) Self contained for IF .alignment.
trimm e r is our case and in the majority had dropped to 6 microvolts. (Easy
( 4) Can be used with all existing
of cases is the minimum capacity set- to get sidetracked, isn't it?) This state forms of oscillator or signal generators.
tin g, ·which ensures that the oscillator of affairs was also res!_rnnsible for the
(5) Pyramid sweep circuit for double
is ll'orking on the correct side of the said receiver not having the original trace work
incoming signal. A sure method of band coverage as indicated on the coil
(6) Band width control is variable.
testing by ear whether the oscillator graph. Correct adjustment of the osci!(7) Self-contained synchronisation
trimmer is set correctly is to tune an lator trirnmer, and peaking the aerial ll'ith which the image can be locked
ordinarv dual wave receiver of · reput- and RF stages put the receiver bac1, during alignment.
able make and design to a fairly strong into shape again.
('8) _Output control is incorporated
shor~w f_l ve signf_ll, · _now somewhere in
Measuring Ima e Ratio
to ,~void _ov~rload ?f IF channels. The
proxumty to this signal by retuning it
g
lrns1c umt 1s portion or actually the
will rirohably be !'JOSsible to pick up
Just as. a mat~er _of intere~t . t?e F.M. P?rtion of the R.C.A. developed
anothe r identical signal which is some- method of measurmg image ratio will F.M. signal generator. This famous
whitt lower in signal strength. This be. briefly described. A_ssuming all cir- American firm liave on the market the
signal is termed the image signal. If c_ints are correctlr aligned. Feed a complete generator which covers from
ev e rything is in order the louder signal signal 0 say l_ rrucro~olt _into the i!1- 1_50 k.c. to 3? me either F.M. or A.M.
of th e t wo should be at a position on put of che receiver, with the RF_ g:tm signals provided. As . no Australian
the receiver dial lower in frequency flat out, a dummy antennae cons1stmg manufacturer has yet given the ordinthan the image signal, if the reverse 0 ~ :t :300 ~hm non inductive_ r~sis~or a-ry s~rviceman this versatile instru is th e case the coil design is badly amiss will serve ,he pu_r!?ose of ass1m1l~tu~g rnent 1t . was thought that a separate
or the oscillator trimmer has been set the_ corr_ect conditions. Place this 1n F .M: umt could be added to existing
incorrectly. Providing, of course, as series with the out~ut lead from the. service oscillators, thereby saving the
previously sta ted, that the oscillator is ger.ierator to the aerial terminal. Now expense of buying a new instrument
meant to be higher in frequency than adJust . your output meter to a pre- or waiting until war conditions allow
the in,rnt signal. There have been cer- dete:mrned lev~l and note carefully the our own manufacturers to give us this
tain receivers in the nast on the market readrng, then mcrease your attenuator type of instrument.
th at we re designed for the other mode output from 1 microvolt' in steps of ten
To simplify matters we'll divide the
and retune the receiver dial slowly to unit into four sections: ( 1) Power
11 f operation.
.
.
a lower fre(luency until the image is supply; (2) fixed frequency oscillator;
. _Normall_y _rn a well des1gn_ed RF heard. When _this is done adjust the (3) frequency ·control; (4,) sweep genstage receiver of dual wave design, the attenuator until the same outout read- erator.
·
extra selectivity provided by the extra ing is obtained as was obtaCned with
p
stage sh_ould . make . the in,iage signal the 1 microvolt input. The first reading (1) o_w er Suppl~.
almost maud1ble (if . yo~ re luc~y). multipli~d by the second is equal to . It will be noticed from the circuit
Going to a commumcabon receiver the image ratio. If it is 1:1 buy or diagram that there are two small power
transformers used. These can be about
30 MA rating as the B drain is negligible. One of these supplies the H.T.
voltages and filaments of all the tubes
VICTORIAN AMPLIFIER CHAMPIONSHIP
used, while to other uses half the H.T.
The results of the Amplifier Championship organized ,by th~ Australian secondary only to provide 250 volts
DX Ra•dio Club and the "Listener-In" and held at 3UZ studios, Melbourne, A.C. to the plate of the sweep frequency tube.
October 28 were as fallows:At the cathode of the 6 x 5 rectifier
Grade 1 (Open class, professional ar amatj3ur, un{imited power): First,
is taken off a 120 cycle sawtooth voltCharles ~ utton; 2nd, Mr. Keagh; 3rd, Mr. Wilkins.
, a.ge, which, as will be explained presentGrade 2 ( Home-built, limit of 1 8 watts pawer) : I st, Mr. Mclean,· 2nd, Jy, prov1'd es t h e synch ronising pulse.
Mr. Keagh; 3rd, Mr. Stevens.
Oscillator Circuit
Examination of the oscillator circuit
Grode 3 ( Members af the Australian DX Radio Club anly) : 1st, H. Graves;shown will reveal that it is merelv tke
2nd, L. Lowan; 3rd, H. Groves (2 entries).
old and well tried tidder feedback cirCHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS: H. Graves. Runner-up, Mr. Keagh.
cuit. In the writer's case the coil wa8
Furth er deta·ils of the contest and data about the amplifiers used will constructed from ,an old -i55 k.c. IF
transformer of the air core varietv bv
be given in next manth'~ issue.
removing the plate bobbin and re~ind,,.._.,,._..._.._,,......,..
( Continued an page 26)
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PICK-UP PRINCIPLES AND PRAeTICE
PAR,T II

TYPES OF ELECTROMAGNETIC
PICK-UPS
It is possible to have as many types
of pick-ups as there are types of loud·
speakers or microphones. There have
been carbon-resistance pick-ups (and
not bad, either, when working correctly, when!), condenser pick-ups, ribbon
pick-ups, moving coil pick-ups, and
moving iron pick-ups of r~ed, armature, two-pole and four-pole types. The
moving iron pick-up is very firmly
established as both cheap varieties and
good varieties can be made. Moving
coil pick-ups have so far been expensive, low in output and not free from

By

J. W. STRAEDE, B.Sc.
A.M.I.R.E. (Ault.)
Lecturer in Electronics at Melbourne Technical College.

high-frequency, resonance (though very
free from minor resonances).
Moving-iron pick-ups can be divided
into three types: Reed, Armature an<l
Exciter.
Many early amateurs made crude
"reed" pick-ups by attaching a needle
to a telephone earpiece or to a reed
type loudspeaker unit. Early reed pickups were comparatively trouble free
and had an output around the 1 volt
mark but had plenty of resonance due
to the reed being long. The old reed
pick-up consisted of a vertical tongue
of transformer iron fastened at the
top to the centre of a magnet. The
lower end of the tongue (or reed) was
made to vibrate between the · poles
around which were wound several
thousand turns of wire. Rubber pads
acted as dampers and anti-poling devices.
Future POHibilities
There is a possibility that the reed
type' may revive some day using a
lateral reed of hyper-sil ( a modern
magnetic material), a high efficiency
magnet and damper pads of viscaloid.
Just think of it-a small compact unit
with an output of about 2 vplts, a bass
resonant frequency below 20 hertz and
a high frequency respon!e that is almost unmarked by large resonances.
Armature type pick-ups in their
cruder forms occupy the popular place
on account of cheapness combined with
fairly high output. An ordinary armature may weigh as much as 2 gramsthis is far too high and it is suggested

that . 76 to l gram be an acceptable
limit for "cheap" pick-ups. (That
weight include1 the needle). If an
armature must be made heavy the
weight should be concentrated near the
pivots where it is of less importance.
The moment of inertia. of the needle
m11,y be reduced by having the centre
of the needle level with or only just
below, the pivot centre line.
Needle Armature.
Some armature pick-ups use a steel
needle as the armature. This certainly
results in lightness and improved response, but the voltage output drops
thereby removing the pick-up from the
"popular" market. Other moving iron
pick-ups go still further and use the
needle as armature without any clamping or holding device. The output is
very low.
With an ordinary ateel needle, the
high frequency resonance can be raised
to about 6,000 or 6,600 hertz, but above
that frequency excessive damping is
necessary. For that reason, the H.M.V.
Company in England designed a special
midget needle for their high-fidelity
pick-up which is of the moving iron
type and uses as armature, a midget
needle in a thin meli<al sleeve. Several
attempts have been made to keep down
armature weight by dividing the armature into two part&--a fixed part and
a. moving part. The latter is called the
"exciter" and is certainly lighter in
weight than a full armature. So far,
exciter pick-ups have not been an outstanding success. Philips produced one
many years &go, but abandoned it iu
favour of a more efficient one of conventional type. The Microdyne, an
American version, was described in"Radiocraft," May, 1988, but such a
pick-up would not survive in Australia owing to very low output, and frequency response being approximately
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the same as a less expensive pick-up
( the famous Astatic Tru Tan).
Suspension Systems
How are the armatures, whatever
their shape, held in place? Reed pickups, of course, have the reed clamped
at one end. Conventional armature
pick-ups have either a spring loaded
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knife-edge or pivot, a pair of rubber
sleeves or a torsion bar effect. Cheaper
pick-ups have pivots isolated from their
bearings by rubber-in some cases the
pivots and bearings are not even round l
Spring-loaded mechanical pivots are
not used much to-day for pick-ups, but
are employed in the better types of
magnetic cutters for record making.
Torsion bar suspensions are used for
the best kind of pick-ups. A small thin
rod of phosphor-bronze, a copper wire
or a thin steel leaf is attached to the
armature and to the pick-up frame. Its
elasticity permits the armature to
move. Armature suspension and arm&·
ture damping are done on principles
that are the same as automobile suspension and spring damping!
Where a non-rubber suspension is
employed, damping may be performed
by filling the space between armature
=d bobbin with a liquid. This liquid
must possess certain properties : It must
not "creep", evaporate nor corrode the
metal.
(Continued on next page)

+
Experimental armatures used by :Mr. Straede.
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~ICK-UPS

inertia is apt to be high unless
coils are very lig~t.

(Continued)

Anti-poling Meaaures
In most moving iron pick-ups the
armature is apt to stick to one of the
magnetic poles after a large displacement. For that reason the damping
material is usually made fairly stiff
and elastic which is a bad thing. There
a re two other possibilities: Either the
poles must be so situated that the armature does not touch them, however
large the amplitude OR stops must be
fitted to prevent poling.
If there is plenty of cleatance between armature and pole-pieces then
the stops can be thin pieces of paper
cemented to the faces of the pole
pieces or the pole pieces can be given
a coating of solder.

Moving Coil Pick-Ups
Because moving coil meters have a
linear scale, many people imagine that
a moving coil pick-up will have a
smooth response. This is not so. The
frequency response depends mainly on
the vibratory system. Some moving
coil pick-ups have .a rather large resonant peak due to the large moment
of inertia of the coil ( the coil is too
heavy and too bulky). These pick-ups
have a bass resonance (due to the pickup head vibrating to and fro across
the record) just as a moving iron
pick-up has.
The armature resonance in the high
frequency register is also well in existence because the coil has just as much .
moment of inertia as the average iron
armature (if not more so) . However
"moving-coil" is a good sales point.
The main advantage of a moving
coil pick-up is that no anti-poling measures are required and damping is
easier to arrange. A minor advantage
is a reduction in harmonic distortion
on the very loudest peaks while a
minor disadvantage is the greater liability to hum, on account of the lower
output.
Two-coil Pick-ups

\:he

Ribbon Pick-ups
Much fuss has been made over a
so-called ribbon pick-up which is ultralight on records, etc., etc., but it is not
a true ribbon pick-up. Instead it is
actually a one-turn coil which consists
of two ribbons anchored at one end
IJR"1ATU,U, PtCl<•VPS.
("·here they are connected to a step-up
transformer) and connected together
What We Can Expect Here After
at the other end where they are attached to a lightweight sapphire-tipped
the War
"needle." This sort of pick-up is of
no use to the average enthusiast on
American-made crystal pick-ups with
account of fragility, exceedingly low thrust less than l ounce, permanent
output, care required in use, liability needles and moderately high output.
of saphire tip to chip, liability 'to
English-made needle-armature and
pick-up hum.
semi-needle-armature pick-ups using
midget needles and having both high
Needles and Needle Changing
and low outputs. (The former will incorporate transformers instead of using
Needle wear is a problem on three high impedance windings).
counts: Records wear due to the use
of worn needles, frequency response
Australian-made moving-coil pickups of good frequency response.
All the above, of course, are in addition to cheaper magnetic and crystal
pick-ups of types seen in the pre-war
period. There will, of course, be English moving-coil pick-ups, Australian
needle-armature pick-ups, etc., etc.,
seen in small quantities.
Part 3 of this article will deal with
electrical damping, fitters and equalizers.
suffers and more thrust is necessary
on a worn needle than a fresh one.
A flat that is .002 inch wide on a
needle will seriously reduce the response
above 2000 hertz yet playing two sides
of a 10-inch record with a "cheap"
pick-up will cause much more wear
than that on an ordinary steel needle.
No wonder the response is poor from
"fibre" needles!
Needle changing is a problem because a clamping screw adds to the
moment of inertia of the armature
besides being something to be lost,
broken or mishandled.

Permanent needles offer a solution.
There has been at least one attempt There are two types-the platino-irito use coils moving along their axer. dimn alloy and the sapphire. In each
instead of twisting but the moment of case the tip is set in a shank of some
soft metal such as copper or aluminium. Sapphire tips are very liable
to chip if dragged across a record-a
chipped needle will act as a cutter and
EAR.LV
carve your records like nobody's busiT£ R. •·
ness. The precious metal tips are quite
rugged but those at present obtainable
Plt,Jc-tJP.
have far too blunt a tip. (If you can
obtain an old-fashioned hypodermic
needle try sharpening a piece of it and
clinching it in a copper wire. As the
needle is hollow the effective tip is
made from one wall of the needle).

''E.xc,
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RECEIVING YANKS
In the August issue of the "Radio
World" a reader asked the question,
"Could American stations be received
in Australia on the broadcast band.''
The answer was "probably, but with no
entertainment value." I have received
two stations from America consistently
over the last couple of years on the
broadcast band between 1500 and 1600
k.c. One station, I think, has its transmitter in Mexico City but their address
is given as Dallas, Texas, the other is
in Los Angeles. The Mexico City trans·mitter broadcast a lot in the Spanish
language but also have English sessions.
I will admit the reception, as far as I
am concerned is often spoiled by local
interference. We have a client living
out of town (who has a 4 valve Radiolette, battery) receiving these stations
better than most local B Class stations,
and on account of their superior musical programme, does quite a lot of
listening to them during the winter
months . .
-W. J. Robinson,
Port Macquarie.
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CURVES

STRAIGHT OR BENT

Interesting .Experiments with Direct Coupling

I

N the early days of radio the accepted pinnacle of perfection was
to have a straight "curve." We refer, of course, to the curve which r~,
presents the frequency response. Early
loud-speakers had practically no respouse below 200 cycles or above 4,000
cycles, but this did not stop the keen
enthusiast from proudly boasting that
his amplifier had a frequency response
"as flat as a board." And so it came

By A.G. HULL

to pass that eventually the response
cnrl'e was not accepted as the "hallmark" of reproduction. Even if the
enthusiast claimed a flat response you
would still judge the merit of his set
by whether you could readily understand what the announcer had to say,
or not, as the case may be, By 1929
the quality of reproduction has progressed quite a bit and anyone with
enough wealth to buy audio transform·
ers at five guineas each, power valves
at £2 each and a "dynamic" speaker at
£20, could put them together with
sundry oth'e r parts and obtain excellent
reproduction, usually limited by the
quality of the broadcasting station's
transmission on the standard of perfection achieved in the recording. Then
like a bolt from the blue came directcoupling, an audio amplifier system
which gave excellent quality at low cost.
Sets with direct coupled audio systems became extremely popular and
many thousands were built by keen experimenters working to the articles on
the subject which were written by the
late Ross Hull and published in "Wireless Weekly" in 1929.

too sensitive for use in direct-coupled
circuits where triodes are preferred as
· they are less critical as regards their
bias voltages.
Every now and then someone revives the memories of direct-coupled
receivers and always there is a ready
response from those who still pin their
faith to this type of set. Most of them
claim that once having listened to
a direct-coupled job they Muld never
be satisfied with "ordinary" reproduction.
Just what the difference is has not
been clearly defined, but we recently
had the opportunity to borrow a couple
of valuable items of laboratory equipment, a General Radio type 700A wide-range beat frequency oscillator, a type
732B distortion meter and a couple
of sensitive vacuum-tube voltmeters.
Taking these home we put together
an experimental amplifier along the
lines of the one which was so successful
in 1931 and ·put in a most interesting
Sunday morning checking up on frequency response and distortion.
Frequency Reaponae

We found that the direct-coupled
circuit has a characteristic which
makes it possible to vary the frequency
response through wide limits simply by
altering the plate load resistor and
carrying out the necessary compensations· in bias or screen potentials.
As originally described in 1981 the
direct-coupler had a terrific rise in the
bass response around 70 cycles, was
fairly flat from 200 to 5,000 but soon
fell away in the highs, beings many
decibels down at 7,000 cycles.
By bringing down the plate load to
100,000 ohms it was possible to improve the highs until eventually we had

an arrangement that gave a rise of
two or three decibels at both the low
and high end, thereby compensating
for the speaker characteristics and
giving a fine overall performance,
J,nteresting Experiment

To . those of our readers who enjoy
experimenting and who have a little
spare time, we can strongly recommend them to wire up the simple directcoupled amplifier. Working from our
circuits and their response characteristics it is easy to change resistors and
then listen intently to the changed reproduction. ·
·
For a high tension supply a steady
400 to 425 volts at the comparitively
low current drain of about 35 to 65
n)illiamps is required and this is readilv
available from a 385 volt tvue of stan·
dard power transformer ii it has a
current rating of 100 or 125 milliamp9.
A filter choke and normal filter condensers are required.
For the actual amplifier a screengrid or J;Jentode audio valve such as
a 24A, 57, 77, 6C6, ·6J7G or the pentode section of a 6B8G can be used.
For the output a type 45, 2A3 or 6A3
should be used.
A spe11ker with a field coil of 8,000
ohms is most readily adaptable to several different arrangements, but a 2,500
ohm field can be used with a 2A3 output valve or two 45 type r.f. if used in
parallel or push-pull. Probably the
most useful of all is a good permagnetic-type speaker.
If your own stock of junk is not
sufficient to -provide them, a .few heavy
duty resistors should be obtained from
the local junk shop to be used in
parallel or series to get the values re( Continued on next page)

Troubles Encountered

Unfortunately there were troubles.
High tension voltages of 475 volts were
specified but often enough the actual
voltages were up to 1125 and 550 volts.
Filter condensers did not stand up to
the strain, resistors were unreliable and
within a year or two the boom had
"bust."
A simplified version was introduced
by the writer in 1931 and proved completely satisfactory so far as it went,
but was eventually displaced by the introduction of sensitive pentodes which
brought up the overall gain of resistance-capacity coupled sets, yet were
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(Continued)
quired for the main bias resistor line.
For the bias resistor of the first audio
valve a l>,000 or 10,000 ohm potentiometer can be put to good use on
account of its versatility. If necessary
•
the not can have a few thousand ohms
; of e"xtra resistance added in series in
• the form of a carbon or wire wound
21;: resistance.
~

:r.,

Adjustable Components

,,;i

1"'

Those who are reallv keen for a
~ truly experimental set up can use car"; bon potentiometers for the higher valve
, resistors, using them as variables until
~ results are up to standard and then
~ measuring the resistances being used by
~ means of an ohm-meter, and replacing
'1~ with fixed resistors for service. Carbon
~ potentiometers are unreliable at the
,=j best, and cannot be considered as ser¥iceable in any way when carrying
current.
During the tests it is highly desirable
to have a O to 100 milliameter to read
the plate current of the output valve
as this is a certain indication of the
proper balancing of resistance values.
An alternative way of getting the same
indication is to have a voltmeter across
from the centre-tap of the output
valve to earth. Using a 2,liOO ohm
field coil in this position and a 2A8 type
valve with a normal plate current of
60 milliamps the voltage across the field
should be 150 volts, which can be
worked out for all other cases by the
simplest application of Ohm's Law.

At RightType MVI Pointer with
special Brass insert with
scr.ew thread.
At LeftType MV2 Large Dial
Knob with metal Insert
and 2 Grub-screws.
(Available with or without
flange.)
J. ;

a
~ IE'11J

II

It is presumed that an elementary
knowledge of direct-couplers Is a part
of the equipment of the would-be experimenter. The actual 400 volts of
high tension Is split up to give 21i0
volts for the output valve, measured
between plate and centre-tap of heater,
and 11>0 volts from centre-tap to earth.

(REOO,)

RELIABLE RADIO PARTS
E

MBODYING the many technical adva.nces produced by the rapid war tempo, Aegis quality
parts have proved as pre-eminent under the exactIng conditions of war as they were in peace-tillll8.
Limited quantities are still available (when
defence contracts permit) to licensed semoe
mechanics for radio replacements. For reliability,
• specify AEGIS!
M anufactur1rs of A-egis Products

J. D. MAGRATH
n-r.
l,l'D.

208 LITTLE LONSDALE ST.• MELBOURNE
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS:

VIC.: Howara Electrical & Radio Pty. Ltd., Vere StNet, Richmond
Replacement Parts Pty. Ltd., 618 Elizabeth Street, C.1.
M.S.W.: Radio Equipment Pty. Ltd., 208 Broadway, Sydney
W.A.: Nicholsons Ltd., Barrack Street, Perth.
4
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Voltagee Not Critical
A certain amount of tolerance is perrniSBable as the 2A8 will give good
quality results with a plate voltage of
anything between 200 and 800 volts
with a plate current of anythinp; between 80 and 60 milliamps, as will be
obtained with an effective bias of anything between 80 and 60 volts. These
tolerances are the explanation of why
the triode, such as the 2A8, ls to be
preferred.
a voltmeter or milliammeter 1s not
available it ls still possible to experiment as distortion will surely indicate
any incorrect biasing.
At this point we might reassure
those who can recall the old tales about
the output valves of direct-coupled amplifiers being overloaded whilst the first
valve is warming up. Excessive current
may flow through the output valve, but
as soon as it does so the effective
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•
piate voitage is reduced, as the c:entretup to earth voltage rises; For a few
seconds the filament of the output valve
may be called upon to make high emission, likewise the field of the speaker
may receive twice its normal energizing
wattage, but this overload can be readily accepted by modern equipment.
In practice it will be found that an
experimenter will be safe enough so
long as he does not run the set-up
for long periods when distorting.
Inverse Feedback

Direct-coupled amplifiers lend themselves to the application of inverse
feedback although it is unlikely to be
required, as these amplifiers do not
suffer from either frequency discrimination or harmonic distortion. To obtain feedback it is only necessary to
connect the high tension end of the
plate feed network to - the plate side
of the speaker transformer instead of
th'e high tension side, as is clearly
shown by the switch indicated in the
circuit of the experimental set-up. The
amount of feedback will be according
to the setting of the potentiometer
arm from which the plate load resistor is fed. Roughly the percentage
feedback will be proportional to the
percentage which the arm is moved
down from the high tension end. By
ear the amount of , feedback will be
noticed mainly by the degree in which
the overall gain is cut back.
Beware of Parasitics

The extremely wide range of frequencies handled by direct-coupled amplifiers makes them prone to oscillate
at their. own accord or to produce and
reproduce radio frequency signals,
which you can't hear as they are of
a frequency well above the range of
the ear, yet which still loads up the
output valve. With an amplifier already handling a watt or two of parasitic oscillations, it is only necessary
to have a few watts of audio and the
job gives e1·ery indication of distortion

due to 6verloading, which is aduaiiy
the case, although all of the load is
not sound. To get the best from your
amplifier it should handle audio signals
only, so a small condenser, say .00005
may be needed from first audio plate
to earth, or a .0005 across the speaker.
If the capacity is too large the higher
audio signals will also be attenuated.
For proof of parisitics put an output
meter in circuit. It should indicate no
signal output when no input is made
to the amplifier. The meter will indicate "signals" which cannot be heard.
4,0w,

The Programme
"Mystery" Circuit

So far this article has wandered
about the subject, but we hope that

·f

EXfERIMEN7'1/l
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It is possible to put a tuning coil
(Reinartz type) and condenser on to
any of the amplifiers described here
and good results can be expected in
sati&factory locations. Selectivity has
its limitations but the tone is a revelation, there being little sideband cutting
in a. single tuned circuit. Reaction is
neee&sary and may be a little fierce,
hut <'an be tamed by using a low-capacity midget condenser for the reaction
control.
"Myatery" P.uah-pull Veraion

As a Detector

Many years ago in "Wireless
Weekly" we caused a mild sensation
by running a circuit known as the
"Barnes' Mystery Circuit" which provided push-pull output with single grid
to earth input in a most simple fashion.
The grid of one of the push-pull valves
was earthed, hence the mystery of how
it got its signal input. There was so
much argument at the time that we
eventually had to drop the subject, but
to-day the arrangement is comparitively
conventional, especially in cathode-ray
amplifiers, and is popula rly known as
a "long-tailed" amplifier.
It is a handy arrangement for a
direct-coupled push-pull amplifier, as
shown in our diagram. As will be immediately evident, this circuit does not
have a condenser of any kind in it,
apart from the conventional power
supply filter. With the valves shown
the response is flat within a decibel
from 20 to 30,000 cycles and it's only
drawback seems to be its habit of
picking up stray r.,f. and supersonic
signals and P.arasitic oscillations, as
might be expected from its extraordinu ry high note resoonse. Doubtless a
<'Ouple of grid or plate stoppers could
be fitted as a cure for any example
where this trouble becomes a real problem.
·

One of the strange and attractive
fontures of a direct-coupler is the way
in which the first valve will operate
as an excellent detector for radio work,
with reaction, if necessary.

In conclusion, we would like to stress
that an amplifier with a. " flat" response
is not necessarily perfect, nor will it
sound brilliant m1less the associated
equipment is of an equally high standard.

it has given the would-be experimenter
a background upon which to establish
his research.
Unlike this aticle, however, the research work should be orderly with a
pencil and paper always on hand to
nok down the effect of various alterations in c·omponent values. The idea
is always to first of all balance up
the network so that the voltage from
centre-tap to earth, on the plate current of the output valve, is normal.
1.he lower the plate load for the
first valve the higher will be the frequency response and the lower the
gain, other things being equal. If the
01Jtput valve draws too much current
the indication is that the first valve
does not draw enough current, so either
drup the cathode or screen resistors,
or both, which should have the desired
c:fect for -any given plate load.
Iternember that the effective plate
load is the actual plate feed resistance,
plus the two voltage dividing resistors
in llarallel. • If desired the effective plate
load can be lowered by putting a byp~.ss condenser from the iunction of
this network to earth, o; to either
<'entre-tap or high tension.

,
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VALVES IN THEORY ANO PRACTICE
A

S it is necessary ·to have an understanding of atomic structure and
the electron theory of electricity
before being able to follow the theory
of operation of the thermionic valve
an explanation of this will be given
first.
The smallest portion of a substance
that may exist in a free state is the
molecule, which means that if the
molecule is divided it no longer retains
the properties of the original substance.
If this molecule is reduced further the
particle is known as an atom. :With
the excention of when an atom is composed of a molecule, an atom is not
capable of free existence for very long.
It is believed that there are 92 different atoms and it is only different
combination of these atoms that go
to make up all the various substances
in the world.

By

CHARLES ASTON
21 William St., Double Bay, N.S.W.

..........................

nucleus may consist purely of a positive charge or a combination of positive and negative charges in which the
positive is the greater by an amount
which is sufficient to neutralise the
orbital electrons.
A hydrogen atom is the simplest of
all atoms and consists of a nucleus of
one ·proton and one orbital electron,
so can be seen to be electrically neutral.
A helium atom consists of a nucleus
of four protons and two electrons, thus
the resulting 'charge will be positive,
however, the atom has two orbital
electrons so will be neutral.
Electron Theory
It should now be clear that for the
According to the electron theory positive charge of the nucleus there is
atoms consist of neutralised charges of an equal negative charge of orbital
positive and negative electricity. The electrons.

In some substances ( e.g. insulators)
the electrons are closer to the nucleus
than in others ( e.g. conductors), so
that in the former electrons tend to
remain with the same nucleus while
in the latter a planatery electron may
travel from one atom to another with
comparative .ease if a suitable force is
applied.
If force is applied to the atom so
that it is made to release an electron
it will not be neutral, but will possess
a greater positive than negative charge.
This loss of an electron does not alter
the nature of the atom, only its electrical charge making the atom into a
positive ion.
An atom· may be either a positive
or negative ion. If it has a surplus of
electrons it is a negative ion, if a
deficit of electrons a positive ion.
As a nositive ion has a deficit of
electrons - it has a strong tendency to
attract an electron to it, thus becoming
neutral again. The negative ion has a
surplus of electrons and is trying to
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tid itself of this excess and become
The Bright Emitter
filament hitting it with considerable
neutral.
force. Under these conditions a coated
Tugsten is known as a bright emitter filament would soon disintegrate.
It is unusual for an atom to gain or
because it has to be operated at a high
A thoriated-tugsten filament is made
loose more than one electron at a
temperature, about 2,200°C., for satis.. of tugsten impregnated with about 1
time.
factory thermionic emission and at this per cent. thoria (thorium oxide).
temperature emits a dazzling white When the filament has been made it
Electron Flow
light. Considerable power is consumed is heated to a high temperature in a
It should be obvious from the above in keeping the tugsten to this tem- hydro-carbon at reduced pressure, the
that if a number of positive ions are perature which means that its emission envelope is evacuated, the filament is
connected to an equal number of nega- efficiency is low, the lowest of the com- then heated to about l,900°C., which
th e ions by a suitable conductor there monly used emitters.
is about 10 per cent. more than its
will be a flow of electrons from the
usual .operating temperature, this
A
tugsten
filament
has
the
ability
to
negative ions to the positive ions until
causes a very thin coating of pure
withstand
a
fairly
heav.y
positive
ion
equilibrium is obtained and the atoms
bombardment which is necessary in thorium to be formed on the filament.
are again neutral.
valves with high voltages between the A filament thus treated will give a
Edison during the course of experi- electrodes and the filament as the greater emission than tugsten at a
ments introduced a small metal plate emitted electrons travel to the plate at lower temperature.
into the bulb of a carbon filament a velocity sufficient upon hitting a reThoriated Filaments
electric light globe and found that if sidual gas molecule to release an electhis plate was connected to the positive tron from it, this also will be attracted
The thoriated tugsten filament is
connection of the lighting supply a to the plate leaving a positive ion, used almost universally in medium
small current would flow through the which in turn will be attracted to the
( Continued on next page)
conductor and also that the current
would flow in one direction only, this ~=================================9
effect is known as the "Edison effect."'
To avoid confusion it is pointed out
that current flow is regarded as being
from positive to negative and the electron flow from negative to positive.

Electron Emission
If a substance is heated to a sufficient degree the electrons become agitated enough to break away from the
attractive force of the nucleus. This
is known as electron emission and the
amount of energy that has to be applied to release the electrons is dependant on the composition of the sub-stance. For successful emission ideal
conditions are necessary. These conditions are obtained in the valve where
there is a vacuum and the heat is supplied by an electric current. The electron emitter is known as the "filament"
when the circuit supplying the heat
and the electron emitter are not insulated electrically from each other, it
usually consists of a hairpin shape loop
of wire or wire ribbon.
If alternating current was used tq
heat an emitter of this type it would
modulate the output of the valve. To
overcome this a system has been devised for an indirect method of heating the electron emitting substance,
this may consist of a hairpin loop of
wire as before, but it is coated with
an insulating substance such as alumina
which is applied by spraying. Around
this loop is placed a metal cylinder
which has been coated with an electron
emitting substance.
In a directly heated circuit the emitter may consist of a plain filament of
tugsten or thoriated tugsten. A coated
filament mav consist of a wire of tugsten, nickel· or an alloy on which a
coating of certain oxides have been
applied, this coating is the electron
emitter.
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A burn out is practically unheard oxides of· calcium, barium and stronof with the thoriated tugsten type fila- tium. It is now believed that a similar
happening of events takes place with
(Continued)
ment.
these oxides as takes place with the
Oxide-Coated Cathodea ·
thoria in the thoriated-tugsten fl.lament
powered transmitting valves. When at
and that the emission takes place from
its correct emitting temperature it
The oxide coated cathode has by far the pure metal and not the oxide coatshows a bright yellow' light.
the highest emission efficiency in small ing · itself.
The thoriated-tugsten fl.lament ·is the sizes and is considerably cheaper to
If the emitter is of the directly
only type that may be successfully manufacture than the previous type heated filament type the coating will
reactivated after a falling off in emis- and only needs to be operated at a consist of a substantial layer of an
sion, the process is similar to that used dull-red to orange-red temperature for oxide on a nickel-alloy wire or ribbon
when producing the original coating of a copious emission.
The alkaline oxide earth is the only
The alkaline earth oxides are usually emitter that is used with the indirect
thorium.
heating type. The heater is insulated
from the cathode cylinder, which' is
coated on the outside with one of the
oxides. The cylinder is heated by conduction and radiation from the heater.
The heater is there for the sole pur-pose of raising the temperature of the
oxide coating to an electron emitting
temperature. This type of emitter is
also known as unipotential because
there is no voltage drop along its
length as there is with the filament
type of emitter.
As the oxide coated filaments do not
require to be heated as much as the
other types there will not be as great
an expansion; as a result it is possible
to bring the grid closer to the filament
thus increasing the control of the grid
over the passage of electrons.
Returning to the indirectly heated
For more than 20 yeors the
or equipotential cathode. The emitting
mtire IRC Organisation has
surface takes about 15 to 30 seconds
,pecioli5'8d in the design and
to a rrive at its correct operating temmanufacture of Fixed one
perature and varies with the design.
Variable Resistors. Fram thi!
The emission efficiency is also dependexperience a world-wide repuent on the efficiency in which the heat
totion in. engineering ochieveis transferred from the heater to the
ment has been built. 1RC
cathode. In the early types the heat
products include:was transferred by the vacuum which
Power crnd Precision
separated them but this was very inWire-Wound Resisefficient. Now the heater is only separtors. I n s u I a t e d
ated from the cathode cylinder by a
Metallised Resistors.
thin layer of insulation with a resulting
All-metal Rheostats.
increase in efficiency. This layer of
insulation is usually a coating on the
heater so is subject to considerable
stress as the heater expands and conti-'acts with its heating and cooling.
Efforts are made to overcome this
strain on the insulator, one of these
being to make the heater as long as
possible so that the operating temperature for a. given voltage will be re duced, therefore reducing the amount
of expansion and contraction.
J·
As the cathode is the emitter care
must be taken to see that no emission
occurs from the heater, if it does occur
it must be prevented from reaching the
grids or plates by shielding. If the
cathode is at a negative potential with
respect the heater there will be no
electron flow from the heater to cathode.
The diode is the simplest form of
valve and the modern type is only an
elaboration of Edison's first v.alve. A
modern diode consists of an emitter of
Page 18
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one of the type just described around the other required characteristics tugwhich is placed on a cylindrical or rec- sten is quite suitable.
tangular shaped metal sheet, this is
Tantalum for Plates
known as the anode or plate.
Hot Plates
Tantalum has an advantage over
other anode materials this being that
When the plate is positive with re- it helps to maintain the high vacuum
spect to the cathode electrons will be as it will clean up gases. Its other
attracted to the plate, at high plate characteristics are slightly better than
potentials the speed of the elctrons those of molybdenum and recently has
wlll be considerable. This electronic found greater use as anode materials.
bombardment is sufficient to produce
Carbon-graphite anodes have the disheat. The amount of heat generated advantage that they are very difficult
in watts is equal to the current. flow- to outgas as they occlude large amounts
ing through the valve in amps multiof gas making evacuation a long proplied by the P.D. in volts. In receiving cess. Care is exercised in the i,election
valves the current is in milliamperes of carbon as some types proauce unand the P.D. two or three hunded volts desirable effects. Carbon anodes can
so that the heat generated is very small, be easily formed into the required
so there is no trouble to obtain mater- shapes and is made with comparatively
ials with suitable melting point, nickel thick walls for mechanical strengtlf and
or molybdenum are commonly used for are, as a result, not subject to warpplates in receiving valves and low pow- ing. The thick carbon anode due to
ered transmitting valves. These metals its good heat conductivity radiates heat
also have a sufficiently high melting almost uniformly over its whole surface.
point to withstand the heat that is When under correct operating condiapplied to degas the metal during the tions the anode shows practically no
evacuation process.
colour at all.
With a transmitting valve great care
It was shown before that suitable
has to be exercised in the choice of filaments emit copious quantities of
anode materials. \\Then no artificial electrons; these electrons form a nemeans of cooling the anode are used it gatively charged cloud around the filais known as a radiation cooled valve ment which will repel the electrons
and as the size of the plate is limited that would otherwise escape from the
by the electrical characteristics of the filament were this charge not present.
valve it is usually necessary to operate This cloud of electrons is known as th,!
the anodes at a fairly high temperature "space charge." The electrons in the
which introduces numerous problems space charge are continually returning
and the excluding of occluded gases is
probably the greatest. If most of these
gases are not driven off in manufacture
they will be liberated by their heating
in operation. The liberation of these
gases wil make the valve "soft."
A black body has ideal thermal emissivity ,and to obtain a rating of highest
plate dissipation efforts are made to
reach this ideal.
It is necessary that the material for
the anode may be easily worked and
when mounted wil not warp when operating as this may change the electrical
characteristics of the valve.
Nickel is. used, for anodes where the
operating temperature is moderate. It
may be easily worked into the shapes
required for the anode, but when the
valve is being exhausted care must be
taken to see that the anode does not
warp. If the nickel is carbonised the
thermal emissivity aproaches that of a
black body. The comparative melting
point of nickel is so low that its use is
limited.
Molybdenum has a thermal emissivity
that is low, may be degassed easily and
is more easily worked than tugsten.
Higher plate dissipation may be obr
tained by the addition of fins.
Tugsten is at present little used for
anodes ' as it is difficult to work into
the required shapes. With regard to

to the filament and others are being
emitted to replace them.
The space charge is in effect a store
and when the anode is sufficiently Rositive it will attract electrons from the
space charge which the filament will
replace owing to the reduction in the
negative charge of the space charge.
When the plate is sufficiently positive
to attract all the electrons before they
have a chance to build up a space
charge the plate current is said to have
reached saturation.

Adding the Grid
The next element that was added to
the thermionic valve was the grid which
is placed concentric with the plate between the ulate - and the filament. It
usually con;ists of a spaced helix of
wire or a mesh. When the grid has been
added the valve is then known as a
"triode."
As the electron flow between the filament and plate must pass the grid it
can be seen that a positive or negative
charge on the grid would encourage or
discourage the flow of electrons to the
plate. If the grid is made sufficiently
negative it will stop the flow of electrons altogether so no , plate currenlwould be flowing. A D.C. voltage connected to this control grid is known as
"bias," the least negative voltage that
has to be applied to the grid to prevent
the flow of plate current is the "cutoff bias." Only a sI?all change in the

( Continued on page 20)
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VALVES
(Continued)
grid voltage may alter the plate current from zero to maximum.
Materials from which the grid i3
made should have characteristics similar to the materials used for anodes.
It should be suitable for drawing into
wire and should be able to hold its
shape while operating at high temperatures in transmitting valves for a small
alteration in the physical shape of the
control grid may result in a large
change in the characteristics of the
valve.

Fused quartz (silica) does not soften
until it reaches a temperature of
1500°C., so ·· it is possible to . have a
valve the same size as a glass one and
yet dissipating four times as much heat
at the anode.
External connections are made to the
valve elements by sealing conductors in
the valve envelope - this iqtroduces
several problems. If the conductor has
a different coefficient of expansion to
the envelope it will probably result in
the seals becoming loose or a fracture
of the envelope. ,

sion, choosing a suitable conductor Is
more difficult, especially as such intense· heat would have to be applied to
the pinch 'to soften it. What is done
is to melt a pencil of lead into a thick
walled cylinder of silica formed in the
envelope.
If care i~ not taken when choosing
the material for the valve base R .F .
losses may occur. A high grade of
bakelite is sufficient for ordinary requirements, but when it is desired to
reduce losses in the base to a minimum
a ceramic is used.

Nickel-Iron Alloys

Gaseous Valves

A "soft" valve is one in which there
are traces of gas still inside the envelope; some of the disadvantages of
this condition were explained before.
The valve characteristics usually become erratic and uncontrollable. In
some valveli traces of certain gases or
mercury vapour are introduced into
The connections are brought out the envelope to give t he valve special
through the envelope at the "pinch," characteristics.
A "hard" valve is one in which there
so called because when the wire is
pushed t)lrough the hole in the en- is a high vacuum inside the envelope,
velope heat is applied to · the glass the higher the better, for it will have
around the wire; this glass is then less effect on the charact eristics of the
pinched together with a metal clamp. valve and will give the valve a longer
life.
As silica has practically no expanWhen evacuating the valve not only
• • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • + + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • • • • • • • • + • • • • • • , the gas that fills the envelope must
be removed but that also occluded by
the electrodes of the valve.
To outgas the envelope it is baked
police and other emergency and essen- in an oven at a temperature approachHAMS BY THE THOUSAND
tial services. Commercial possibilities ing the melting point of t he glass. The
According to George W. Bailey, Presifor the equipment of newspaper trucks, metal parts are outgassed in receiving
dent of the American Radio Relay
department store delivery waggons and and small transmitting types by the
League, there were 56,000 licensed ex"eddy current heating process." The
so on, are quite unlimited.
perimental transmitters in U.S.A. be ·
valve is placed in the field of a highfore the war. At least 25,000 of these
frequency coil and eddy currents are
*
*
*
are now in the services and the majorSAYING FOR TELEVISION
induced into the electrodes; that is
ity of the rest are engaged in vital proA savings plan of wartime earnings sufficient to raise their temperature to
duction. Authorities appear to agree for peace-time purchases is in opera- bright red heat in a few seconds. The
that immediately after the war the tion at an American bank. A recent filament is left open-circuited, otherranks of licenced amateurs will swell survey has shown that · a large percen- wise it will be burnt out.
to at least 100,000.
A different system is used to outgas
tage of the savings were intended for
the purchase of television receivers the electrodes of large transmitting
PLENTY OF SCOPE FOR RADIO which are expected to be available at valves and it is the electronic bombardment method. The tungsten filaA striking view of the extensive use 400 dollars each.
ment is lighted, then hig h voltages are
of radio communication systems apapplied between this /ilament and the
*
*
*
pears in a special report recently reElectronic heating has its applica- other electrodes, in turn which will be
leased by the Superintendent of Fire tions but you have to be practical. heated bv the bombardment of the
Alarms at Washington, U.S.A. Ap- There is a story of an American firm electrons:
proximately 128,000 fire-fighting units which spent 25,000 dollars on electronic
All of these processes are carried out
will use radio equipment as soon as schemes for pre-heating castings only with the pumps in operation. ,
they can be made available. These units to find in the long run that the most
When a sufficiently great vacuum
include ladder companies, chiefs, bat- effective way was _to dip them for a has been obtained in the envelope, heat
talion chiefs, service cars, fuel wag- few minutes into boiling water!
is applied to the exhausting tube, which
gons, squad cars, ambulances, utlity
the atmospheric pressure will cause to
*
*
*
trucks, boats and pumping companies.
collapse, thus fusing a nd sealing the
INVASION RADIO
The report can be considered contube. This exhausting tube is concealed
servative, as it is based on a 1940 cenEight hundred wireless sets to equip in the valve base.
sus which shows that there are a thou- a division wa s the recent estimate
"Gettering" is a process that is apsand cities in the United States with given by Lt. Gen. Sir Colville Wemyss, plied to receiving and small transmitorganised fire departments and popula- Colonel-Commandant of Royal Signals. ting valves. The " getter" may consist
tions of over ten thousand.
"Good communications," he said, "are of a substance that will absorb gases,
Similarly in Australia there will be vital to any operations, especially those and it has been found to be most effeca vast scope for radio equipments for involving all the complications of an
fire brigades, as well as ambulances, invasion."
( Continued on page 32)
Envelopes for valves may consist of
glass or of fused quartz. The glass
type may be sub-divided into soft glass
and hard glass. Soft glass will soften
at about 620°C. and is suitable for use
where the heat dissipation is of a
moderate value. Hard glass will soften
until a temperature of about 750°C.
is reached and is utiiised when it is
desired to reduce the size of the
envelope.
Both types of glass must have good
mechanical strength, be a good electrical insulator and should be easily
outgassed.

In modern receiving valves a nickeliron alloy is used, a s one can be made
that will have practically the same co··
efficient of expansion as glass. As glass
willmot adhere to this alloy it is given
a coating of copper to which the glass
will adhere in a satisfactory manner.
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RESEARCH INTO PHASE - CHANGERS
M

R. MUTTON'S articles on audio
work are most enlightening. In
an article submitted by myself
some time ago I advanced the case for
small audio. systems using class ABl
output triodes and shunt-fed transformer coupling to this stage. It would be,
as you then inferred, a little too dogmatic to assert that such a system is
the last word in radio hookups. No
one has ever denied that Direct Coupling provides that final touch. But

By

F/Sgt. PHIL EDWARDS
R.A.A.F., Mt. Gambier, S.A.

owing to the odd values of heavy-duty
resistors, and rather excessive voltages
involved, the layman stops short , of
constructing DIC circuits as a rule.
And a point worth quibbling about
is-how much justification is there for
amplifiers having T .H.D. of less than
a couple of per cent.? Surely these are
of more academic than practical value.
With this in mind, and a full set of
gear to work with (V.T .V .M., Oscilloscope, 20,000 ohm/volt tester and zero
to 13,500 cycles audio oscillator) a
fri end and I recently dug ourseh·es
into the shack for about four days,
and found out some surprising facts.
Radiotron "A504"

'\\' e started with the "A504" circuit.
Everyone knows it, so the circuit will
be taken as read. The circuit was first
put up without the feedback loop, to
correct the amplifier as much as possible BEFORE feedback was applied.
The reason is all too obvious. Feedback in our opinion, was not to cure ·
distortion, but to reduce that of an
already sound amplifier. And so it began.
The immediate trouble ,ms the singlelegged phase splitter.
NO GOOD.
The output of the plate side w,as
greater than that of the the cathode
side, and its wa,·eforrn manifested n
nasty little ·'pip" on the peak. In all
fairness, it was reasonably o.k. until
we tried to p:et more than about ~o
,·olts out of it.
The circuit ,ms precisely as stipulated in "A50V', all Yalues of resist;mce and capacity, also the tube, being
checked and cross-checked.
STILL NO GOOD .
Over to a 6F5 in the socket, with
10 megs of grid leak and matched
100,000 loads. Better, but still unbalanced. And so, after sorrowfully shak-

ing our heads over the page on
"splitters" in the Radiotron Designers'
Handbook, we savagely cast the tube
to one side and tried again.
This time, a 6N7GT was tested, and
put in the socket. It could .veil have
been a 6SC7, 6F8 or 6Z7, I guess, But
a 6N7 is a proven "bottle" for paraphase work, so in it went.
The floating paraphase was rejected
as dubious, because we had read too
much about it. The "straight-version",
therefore, was adopted, and Grid Number 2 drove off the moving arm of a
selected ½ meg. potentiometer. Conventional' plate loads (the matched
100,000 pair) were inserted.
The bias resistor was as laid\ down

determined value, and opened the main
gain up. With a resistive load across
the output, the 6v6's gave 10 watts
without batting a figurative eyelid, and
when they finally DID run into positive
grid current, the oscilloscope pattern
across the load showed a perfect,
square-topped, typical overload pattern
with no complications.
It "·as then · that the inverse feed·
back loop was added.
\Ve had heard about phase-shift
using inverse-feedback over a paraphase circuit, but we confidently relied
on the oscilloscope to give us the "high
sign" if there was to be a troublesome
amount of it.
Note that the feedback percentage
is considerably LESS than A.W.V. use,
by R.C.A., 1500 ohms. Now we got with the A504 circuit. Could this be
volt after vqlt of ouput from it, so because their phase-splitter is not so
we balanced the second side of the hot?
'scope and found sinusoidal waveforms
in the output until the latter was suflF
Anyway, the percentage used is sufficient to drive any output stage abso- cient to give the amplifier absolute
lutely dizzy with grid volts.
linearity from about 45 cycles to the
upper end of our ~Udio oscillator, which
Then on to the 6v6's.
is 13,500. As a final gesture we put
A furry pattern on the 'scope gave a microphone pre-amplifier on it-a
us to believe that they were oscillating, 6SJ7. This showed a very "jagged"
grid stoppers or no grid stoppers. wa\'eform with a certain plate load
(These were 10,000 ohms in each grid.) and output coupling (.5 meg and .006
In these positions we substituted 25,000 mica condenser, with about 2¼ mel's
stoppers. Still no good.
in the screen, these being an R.C.A.
It took a pair of 50,000 resistors to group for super-gain) .
cure it completely.
The cure was to revert to the 250,000
We admit that it was probably the plate load, 1200 ohm bias, and 1.2 meg
wiring, · but emphatically insist that screen.
But this is coincidental.
50,000 is the SA FE value if you have
no oscilloscope.
The point to be made is that here
The 6v6's could now be given their is an experimental circuit which gave
30-odd volts of grid to grid drive, . us great satisfaction, both visually and
and with 200 ohms in t he cathode and aurally.
'
about 260 plate and screen, beha yed
Someone might like to hear about
Yery sweetly. We then turned the audio it. If you think so, go ahead and print
oscillator into the first grid at a pre- it. Over to you.

F/~4T EDWRR.05
27-9-4-4
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1REPAIR.ING AND ADJUSTING
N

KW vibrator points are very scarce
now and there are probably quite
a number of old ones about
(either in use or in the junk box)
which can, with a little time spent 011
them, be made to perform almost as
well as new.
Like everything else in radio, yo11
must have the gear to do the job. The
gear needed to service vibrator points
is a test panel consisting of a transformer tapped for 2, 4, 6 and 12 volt
input, with an H.T. output of 150 volts
and a current drain of 20 m/amps,
through a suitable resistor condenser
network, and wired to 4, 5, 6 and 7 pin
sockets to take all types of vibrators.
I will not draw up a circuit as the
one I use is much like the one you
published a few months back with one
notable exception. I have not used a
m/a meter. Its inclusion is not warranted, as according to Ohm's Law a

certain voltage will force a certain current at all times through a fixed resistance, and we have a voltmeter to
indicate the voltage and a fixed load,

By

W. ROBINSON
Port Mocquarie, N.S.W.

so can easily calculate the current. ·with
a little practice the current can be
read off the voltmeter, as a certain
voltage will at once indicate a corresponding current.
Instead of a m/ a meter, a 5-amp
meter should be substituted and wired
in the primary circuit, to read the input
to the transformer and vibrator electro

magnet coil. I have found points that
will give a reasonably good output
voltage take up to 2 amps at 6 volts
input, which is far too much.
The rest of the gear will be a flexible
contact file of the carborundum type
as used to dress ignition points on cars
and can be purchased at any garage :
a .003 feeler gauge for adjusting the
point gap; and a tool for bending the
arm carrying the points. This last can
be made from an 8 inch piece of i in.
bright round steel, bent at right angles
2 inches from one end and slot cut in
the other end about ¾in. deep by the
width of a hacksaw blade. This tool
is used to -adjust the points by bending the arms.
Although .003 inch gap is recommended for point settings, the best test
is the meters. A good average test
seems to be .9 amp input, 150 volts
(Continued on page 34)
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RECEIVER

WITHOUT

GANG

HE utility receiver drcuit de- s ••• y • + • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • back circuit improves reproduction
over the · complete audio frequency
scribed herein enables the builder
By
range. Correct voltage phasing can be
to satisfy the following requireobtained experimentally.
ments of the prospective user; comD. C. FRENCH
pactness, self contained antenna, simI 5 Cecil Road, RCH1e Bay
Power Supply
plicity of operation, selectivity, faithful reproduction and good volume.
' 1 2 • o• • • • • • • • • * * • • ' e • • * 0 0 •
Another ·innovation resulting- in an
compact neH-se Iect·ivi'tY
initial cost reduction as well as a refor station 1election is an innovation duction in the space required is the
A superheterodyne circuit is used to yet . provides . immediate an~ a~curate use o! a . 5Y3_G_ in a half w9:ve rectigive arithmetical selectivity without the st:i,t10n selection. o?ce _the circmts are fier circmt givmg _an operatmg voltUie of a large number of valves nor- ah~ned. The eh~mahon _of tra~~ing age of ~50 v_olts direct from the ~4,0
mally required in tuned radio frequency adJustments provides ease m servicmg. volt mams without the use of a high
types. Using standard components this In order that
station selector switch v~lta~e power transformer. A_ dual
receiver can be built on a metal chassis cover the entire broadcast band the wmdmg filament transformer 1s remeasuring 8 x 6 x 2 inches deep
pads should have a capacitance of 0 quired.
·
to 480 micro-microfarads.
Summary-Conatruction N otu
Self Contained Antenna
Faithful Reproduction
.
.
As most sets of this type are used
T~et anr3n:a IS seflf contamed and
Faithful reproduction is obtained by for the reception of local broadcast
consis s O • turns o 26 gauge cotton the u e O f
· fi ·t ·
d
t , programmes the use of an A VC circuit
covered wire flat wound on a sheet
s
an m m e tmpe ance ) pe
d
1 •
fib
f
.
.
b of second detector which combines the was eemed unnecessary.
f
o rm,
re o appropriate size to e h' h .
h
dl'
b'l'
.
f
th
Th
·11 t
·1 f
th'
t
attached to the rear edge of the chassis. !g s1gna1 _an mg c~pa 1_ 1hes o
e .
e osc1 a or co1 or
is se conFirst turn dimensions are 5 x 2 , in. d10de type with good lmear1ty ~e~ does_ sists of ~0 turns of 30 gauge silk
For operation using the ,conventional not load no; a~ect the. sele_cbv1ty of e?amel wire close woun~ on a .875
antenna a coupling coil of 4 turns is the tuned cir~mt. to . which 1t is con- d1~m~ter form. The oscillator. plat_e
wound on the inside of the mairl loo . nected. In this c_ircmt the cathode ls coil ~s wound on top of the grid coil
Connections are brought out to
by-passed for rad10 frequency currents s~artmg at the cathode end. and conterminals on the fibre sheet.
wh1}e the plat~ is by-pas~ed for both s1sts of 30 turns of 30 gauge s1}k enam~l
radio and audio frequencies. A radio wire. The lower end of this coil 1&
Simplicity of Operation
frequency filter circuit _is interposed connected to the oscillator anode and
between the cathode resistor and the the top end to plate supply.
The elimination of the usual 2-gang volume control to prevent distortion
The general arrangement of the 1,et
tuning condenser and dial permits a In the amplifier circuit.
places the 5 inch dynamic speaker at
reduction in itial cost as well as perSufficient volume is obtained by the centre with the station selector
mitting compactness. The use of a using a beam power amplifier. The switch on the left and the volume
double deck 10 contact rotary switch use of a constant voltage Inverse feed control on the right.
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Circuit for a ,utlllty receiver submitted by D: C. French, of Rose Bay.
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THE FUTURE FOR RECORDINGS
C

ONSIDERABLE interest is being
The relative merits of the lateral- ciate the advantages of extending the
shown in the future processes cut and the hill-and-dale systems are frequency -range.
likely to be developed to secure a very close. The hill-and-dale system is
Before an extended frequency range
more satisfactory form of recording the older and has now been largely can be utilised, attention has to be
and reproduction, and we give below replaced by lateral-cut.
paid to the record processing, record
a precis of a very interesting discusSuggested Improvements
material, needle point, and the _ picksion which took place at a· recent meetThe chief improvements required for up system. The size and shape of reing of the Institute of Electrical En- the disc system are: signal to noise cord grooves and of the needle point
gineers, held in London.
ratio; intensity range; frequency range; must receive special attention. Only by
The disc system, in spite of its age, freedom from non-linear distortion: use of the correctly-shaped needle tip
offers a great many facilities for home constancy of results and life; storage, can quiet surface records be used.
use and for broadcasting. It is rela- and playing time.
Broadly speaking, the record disc contively easy to handle; it provides a
The frequency range on the average sists of a mixture of thermoplastic reself-contained and compact unit; pro- pre-war record was limited at the high sins in suitable proportions to give
cessing is relatively cheap; short num- end to 6,000 c/s. Very few gramo- strength, good plastic flow in the press
hers can be catered for, and the record phones could utilise even this limited and ultimate stability. Whether or not
is accessible for extracting short por- range because of the response charac- a mineral filler is to be added, detions for programmes or educational terestics of the pick-ups and the sur- pends on the type- of needle to be
use.
face noise of the records.
used in the pick-up, and the pressure
The development of the cellulose reThe recording range can be taken of the needle point when playing. The
cording-disc has given the recording up to 12,000 c/s, and this range can optimum shape of needle has a hemicompanies a new tool. We are now be preserved without appreciable loss ·spherical end 0.00025in. radius, when
able to assess the quality of the re- during the factory processing, provided working with the accepted standard
cording and reproducer by direct play- certain precautions are taken. The de- shape of groove. Ordinary commercial
back, without the doubtful intermed- sirability of an extended range has needles depart from this ideal shape,
iary stage of processing as was neces- been a debatable point, and the issue many
presenting extremely sharp
sary when wax discs had to be made. has always been clouded by the inter- points which exert such a pressure on
The reproduction from a few direct vention of noise. With the direct cellu · the reC'ord that the surface is broken.
cellulose records will be given.
lose playback, we can now better appre- In the past, therefore, a record filler

flJ
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1,/e,nS
ARE AS SIMPLE
~
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Victory will transform our transformer supply position,
but, until then, we regret we can meet only Defence
requirements of these well-known ABA·c lines .

e
e

Air-cooled power transformers up to 2K'I'" A.
Small-size currem transformers for rtctifier instruments.

e

Audio and carrier frequency transformers on
silicon steel or nickel alloy cores.

e
e

11, 16 and 31 point switches.
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Custom-built sheet metal.

;

ABAc TRANs~oRMERs
-a product of TRIMAX TRANSFORMERS
DIVISION OF CLIFF & BUNTING PTY. LTD.
29-3S Flemington Rd., Nth. Melbourne, Vic.
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has

had to be used to grind these
sharp points to a reasonable bearing
surface within a few inches of travel.
A practically noiseless record without
a filler is possible, and any introduction of filler will increase noise in
proportion to the amount and to the
particle size. The wear on the needie
will also depend on the filler used. The
war has seen the development of a
number of plastics which are extreme·ly interesting from a record-manufacturing .point of view, and no doubt
these will be tried out when they become available for this type of work
after the war.
Ultra-Violet Recording

The introduction of ultra-violet recordings has incr<rnsed the resolution
to such an extent that the film may
be taken with little or no loss up to
12,000 c/s, using the standard film
speed of 90 ft./miri. The intermodulation, which was at one time a common
type of distortion, is now reduced to
a small value by the aid of special
tests. The use of normal silver photographic emulsions for printing copies
is expensive for domestic gramophones.
There are, however, several diazo-dyc
printing processes which are a great
deal cheaper. It is also well known
that film can be arranged with two
tracks working in opposite directions,
so that one track can be used when
unwinding, and the other track for rewinding the spool. The future of the
strip or film reproduction depends on
the processing costs.
1
No sound-recording system can claim
to have high fidelity unless it records
and reproduces the direction of the original sounds. At least two channels
arc necessary and the expense is considerable. The lack of binaural effect
in single-channel normal recording, has
been corrected to a large extent by
positioning the microphone and by
special acoustic conditions of the
studio.
Demonstrations were given from recordings of the disc type and also of
the film type.
Two speakers later emphasised the
great interest of sound recording to
the British Broadcasting Corporation,
especially in connection with repeat
programmes, an interest which has
been greately increased under war con~
ditions. An indication was given of the
manner in which the technique has
developed and improved.
At the
moment discs play· a large p·art in the
B.B.C. recordings, but some are of
larger diameter than the normal I0in.
or 12in. record and revolve at a lower
speed to secure a longer playing time.
Portable Apparatus

A special fe ature in this connection
is the design of portable apparatus for
securing material which cannot be
brought to the studio. On the general
question of high-grade recording, the
comment was made that the B.B.C. is
(Continued on page 32)
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Post-war, the day will come when once again
radio and electrical supplies and equipment will

be available to meet all your needs.
Meanwhile, we do our utmost to consider you,
our valued customers, and
to fulfil essential orders.

. •

MARTIN
deLAUNAY
PTY. LTD.
SYDNEY - Cnr. Clarence cind
DruiU Streets
M 2691 (4 lines)
NEWCASTLE- Cnr. King and
Darby Streets
B2244 (2 lin!ls)
BUY WAR LOAN BON'DS NOW

WOBBLER
(Continued from page 10)

current flows through an inductance H:
lags the voltage by a phase angle of
90°. In a condenser, however, the reverse is the case, in this instance the
current leads the voltage by 90°. By
referring to the diagrams in the text it
will be seen that the following action
takes place. The grid of the control
tube has impressed on it an alternating
voltage from the oscillator tube, via the
phase shifting network R.C. This voltage "lags" 90° behind the current
through c. In this tube the grid voltage
and nlate current are in nhase as a result ;f this, the "lag'' in grid ;oltage is
equal to a 90° "lag" in plate current.
This is exactly the same set of conditions existing in an ordinary inductance which means we have done what
we set out to do, and that is provide a
90° current lag. In so doing, the lagging
current drawn by the control tube flows
through the os9.llator grid winding,
that is from plate to cathode of the
control tube, then the apparent inductance of the tube is in parallel with
the actual inductance of L.

.
. .
mg m its place 20-25 turns o_f 38 S. W.G.
~.S.C. wire s~aced approximately one
e1g?t? of an me~ awa~ from t~e remammg old bob~m. This new ~rim':1ry
must be ~ound_ m_ the same_ direction
as the . grid wmdmg IP will go to
the oscillator plate on the 6K8 socket
and 0."!'·. goes to the H.T. voltage. A
0-1 m1lhameter connected _between ~he
bottom of the 50,000 oscillator grid-·
leak and earth and ~he unit switched
on should show. a grid current of not
less than 100 m1croamps and not more
th1:1n 250. If g_reater than 250_ reduce
pr~mary turns, if less than 100 mcrease
primary turns.
So much for the actual coil construction. However, the connections to
the coil itself are not standard as will
be noticed by studying the diagram.
Firstly the secondary or grid winding
which feeds the oscillator grid of the
6K8 has the H.T. voltage connected
to the bottom end then through the
coil direct to the plate of the 6J7
The amount of lagging current drawn
frequency control tube. It will also be by the control tube determines how
found that the penthode plate of the large the apparent inductance will be
6K8 feeds the input grid· of the 6J7. and this can be controlled by varying
All of which simply means, that the the grid bias on the control tube.
6J7 is in parallel with the grid winding Thus for individual plate current values
of the oscillator. A simplified drawing there is a different amount of apparent
of this appears in Fig. 2. One other inductance, as shown in the accompoint which the writer omitted refers panying diagrams.
to the variable condensor shown across
the oscillator grid winding. I happened
Sweep Generator
to have on hand a 14 plate reaction
condenser which when tried suited the
F
.
t
"th
1 r
purpose admirably. If one of the old
or vis~a a ignmen purp~ses ~ 1R
type large diameter aluminium coil
signtal gefe.raior ai ado bl~
shields is kicking about the coil unit . u e we wttan wt a 15 ermetha c ueen
b
image
pa
r
.
.
d
11
th
t
d
an
e reac ion con enser can a
e T d th· ern o appear
. th onb" e soltage
1; we reqmre 11 e ias ; t
mounted in this. Drill a suitable hole t O O
a
in the top of the can and mount your O ~ary rom a sma amou~ to
variable condenser in this hole, with a ~arge fmour ad~ ~:turn . a!am_th O e~
pointer knob attached to the spindle. ow ;at ue /
a e dm. e peri~ . wi
r t
O
11!1e, an . m 5 ? omg mu~
spec
perf?rm this fun~tio~ ~mearly. This
Frequency Control Tube
r.ortion. of. the circmt,, is named th e
In effect this 6J7 tube acts as a pyramid lmear sweep.
variable induc_tance con~ecte~ i~ shunt
. .
.
.
.
.
with th~ os~11lator grid wmdmg, ~s
Exammmg th e circmt diagram :W 1H
shown m Fig. 3. If the reader 1s reveal that the 6K7 or 6U7G ~r eqmyafamiliar with his fundamentals on A.C. lt:nt sweep generato~ tube is passi~g
theory he will remember that when direct current contmuously, but m

f t.M.

L

r,c.. r.

·,

f1G.3.

L

F1G.4.

l

F'u•. 5.

L

L = IIPPARENT

INDll(TAN<E

addition, on each positive alternation
of A.C. half the time. Hence the high
tension secondary winding of the power
transformer carries both direct and
alternating current. Under these conditions the following sequence of events
takes place. On the first quarter cycle,
.
th e pos1·t·1ve A . C. 1oop th e A .C .
i.e.,
and the D.C. voltages add and attain
their peak value at the top of the
rising quarter cycle. Coming to the
second ( descending) quarter cycle, the
combined A.C. and D.C. voltages proceed to zero value 90° ahead of the
combined alternating and direct currents which continue to flow in the
thirl quarter cycle. However, the rectitler cuts off the third and fourth
uarter cycles which operating under
~ormal conditions would mean no cur·
rent flows. But, don't forget the 90•
current "lag" in the secondary winding.
At this stage the fourth quarter cycle,
the D.C. voltage at the commencement
of the quarter cycle was bucked by the
peak negative A.C. loop. Now, however,
It is no longer opposed and hence
,travels 90° ahead of its direct current.
On the 4th quarter cycle neither
alternating current nor direct current
flows. At the zero point of the new
cycle, however, the direct current commences to flow, first quarter rising.
90° later alternating current starts to
flow and adds with the direct current.
At this stage the A.C. and D.C. have
(Continued on page 33)
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.s'l,,tntwave
NO'I'E5 FROM MY DIARY

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, HOW
DO YOU DO?
That opening sentence, which has
called us to attention so often, prefacing as it does a most informative
commentary from the U.S.A. Ace
Radio News Analyst, William Winter,
is now not only being still heard in
Australia, but being said in Australia.
Yes, \\'illiam Winter arrived in Australia on September 29th, and was
introduced over station VLC-ti bv John
Heistand. I was glad l heard l;im on
. that occasion, and rultlaging through
mv 1iles I found I first heard Mr. Winte~ in March, 1942. ln Octouer of
that year I recei\·ed a photo fro!LI
him which was reproduced in this
magazine the following month, afford ..
ing short wave listeners an opportunit~· of "meeting" the man who was
later to address them regular!~, o\'er
our local Broadcast Band.
William Winter ,1·ill spend six weeks
in Australia before going Xorth as a
\\' a r Correspondent.
Since he left the States his place on
the 'Frisco Stations has been taken
by Sidney Roger, also well known to
S/W listeners by his "Hello to My
Friends Everywhere."

~evlew

ful signals and on the l !J metres some
fine practice in tuning can be had.
If care is exercised, and it is required
to separate the many stations on that
particular part of the dial this time
of the year, some splendid programmes
ll'ill be found.
Do not be afraid to open up the
volume control as seYeral "we.a k sisters" will be found loitering about.
.\s a matter of fact, it was this method
that brought the new B. B.C. lassie
to light, further particulars of ,1hi<'h
arc given under ··::--re,1· Stations.'·

THEY VERIFIED

CONDUC~~- ~AST
HELP WANTED

Who is behind KRO.J 6.10 m.c., .
J9.15 metres, from about 6.45 till 10.50
JJ.111.;- Somebodr is there causing a
most objectionable heterodyne hum.
Would be glad of any help in this
direction.- L.,J.K. '

NEW STATIONS
VLC-7,

Shepparton,

N.84

me.,

25.35

m.:

This addition to the Department of Information transmitters came into operatiori
on 16th October. Broadcasts daily to North
America from 3. l O to 3.45 pm and to
Tahiti, in French, from 4 till 4.40 pm.L.J.K.

Hecehed an acknowledgment of my WLWL, Cincinnati, 13.022.5 me. 23.03 m.:
This Crosley outlet opens at 7 .30 pm with
report to Cable And ·wireless ( West
fair signal and is still audible at midnight.
Indies) Limited on the reception here
But watch for changes in schedules which
are
as frequent as thunderstorms lately.
of their tests to the B.B.C. on 2,5th
Am
sure the frequency particulars will be
March.
The Engineer says, "very
of inestimable value to . those who are calimany thanks for your letter of the
brating their sets.- L.J.K.
~.5th March, which provided us with WLWR, Cincinnati, 6.37 me, 47.10 me. Unfortunately this new one, also conducted
useful information. The occasions YOU
by the Crosley Corp., is right in amongst
heard were tests 1111<1 transmissions for
the morse an otherwise :good signal being
recordings by the B.B.C. and H.C.A.
spoilt just before closing at 5 p.m.-L.J.I<.
You will be interested to know tlwt XBC, Somewhere in New Guinea. Heard at
various times of the doy on any of the
the iuaterial you heard was, later, refollowing frequencies
and wave-lengths:
broadcast bv U.K. and American trans15.26 me, 19.66 m.; 14.80 me, 20.27 m.;
mitters.
·
12.65 me, 23.72 m.; 7.63 me, 39.30 m.;
7.50 me, 40.05 m. Signal is generally good
"\\'e do not normull\' undertak,·
as the frequency and time have been
broadcast work in Barbados, so it is
selected with this all important object in
doubtful if you will hear our transview.
'
( Continued on next poge)
THIS IS THE PHILIPPINE HOUR mitters again for a long time.' '
It certainly ,rns on October 20th,
1
and I heard the first account of the
ln\'asion through KWV, 'Frisco, 27.68
ltletres. Later on my mind went back
'
.
to the start of this \Var bv KWY re·
questing us to "Stay hi~ed to this
station for further ne\\·s.'' Remember
The Secretary,
.
away back in 1939 when KGEI, one
of the few regular evening transmitAll-Wave AU-World DX Club,
ters from America at that time pro243 EJizabeth Street, Sydney.
mised us "more news momentarily."
Dear Sir,
And on October 20th, KWV threw
prog-ramme lists overboard and instead
I am very interested in dxing, and am keen to join your Club
of going Dutch at 5.45 p.m. kept to
News and at 5.55 gave us General
MacArthur's message.
0

1

;·. -. -. ..-.-.- ,·
!.-..-.-.-.....................................
ILL-WAYE ILL-WORLD DI CLUB ·

-

Application for Membership

GREAT BRITAIN
Pacific Service is coming through
filt.e on new schedule, 3.45-8 p.m., and
the newcomer, GVY 11.955 m.c., 25.08
metres, is at his best when withdrawn
at 7 p.m.
In the evenings th.ere is a great
choice from the BBC and if your receiver goes down to the 13 metre
b-and, try GVR, 21.675 m.c., 13.84 met.
from 7 till 10.15 p.rn. beamed to India,
Ceylon, Burma, Malaya and South
East Asia, and GSH, 21.47 me. 13.97
met. from 9.45 till 1.ao a.m. directed
to Central and Sou.th Africa. Signals
are great bu.t tuning is sharp. The
16 metre band offers also some delight-

Name ..

Address.
( Please print
~oth plainly)

My set is a.
I enclose herewith the Life Membership fee of 2/- ( Postal Notes or Money
Order), for which. I will receive, post free, a Membership Certificate showing
my Official Club Number. NOTE-Club Badges ore not available.

(Signed) ........... ................................. .
( Readers who do no want to mutilate their copies can write out the details required.)
~· • e • e • e e • e e e
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Shortwave Notes _and Observations
being used when Mr. Edel rang me to
ask the call-sign.
I have not heard the
coll-sign, nor does it appear in the latest
lists I hove from the BBC. I om in com,.LC-.f,, Shepparton, l!Ull5 me, 19.5!1
munication with the BBC representative in
m.: Good from 9-10. 1.5 am ( Perkins,
Sydney, and will publish any information
Ferguson).
forthcoming. Signal is weak, and is at
times overpowered by WWV, Washington,
YLC-6, Shepparton, !l.615 me, :Jl.2
on
15 me.
m . : Terrific from 7-8 pm (Perkins).
PARIS heard, 9.62 me, 31 19 m.: Mr Howe
,·Lc-7, Shepparton, 11.84 me, 25./35 Short Wove Editor, "Uni.Jersalite", i~ a let~
ter dated 28th Au.gust, mentions inter111.: Heard in transmission to America
olia. "PARIS, LIBERATED, first heard Aug(Ferguson).
(See "New Stations"-ust 25th, day of final liberation, from just
1.. ,J.K.)
before 10.30 am, to sign off with Morseil loise at 11.15 am. English announceNew Caledonia
ments. An announcer for BBC and NBC
FK8AA, Noumea, 6.20 me, -~8.:39 m.:
at 10.30, Frenchman carries the rest, grear
,·err fine from 7 pm (Gaden).
excitement, De Gaulle's speech with shooting recorded. Many cheers and Marseillaise
New Guinea
ployed and sung dozens of times." The
See ~'New Stations"
above is the old spot for Paris which hos
hod several. aliases since the .good old
Hawaii
days of Radio Mandia!. I find in my Log
Nl'M, Pearl Harbour. See
Book that I heard a man and woman
talking for a long while, in French, on
Stations."
this wave-length at 4.45 pm, on Friday,
September 1. The next day at the same
time Mr. Edel and J listened and the same
New Stations- ( Cont. from page 27)
two were there but we could not establish location.
'
FZI, Bra:n:aville, 9.83 me, 30.52 m,: Dr.
Gaden reports this new one from French HH3W, Port-au-P_rince (Maitil, 10.13 m.c.,
29.62 m.: This_ Is not exactly a new station,
Equatorial Africa. He hears them around
but I cannot find any reference to it being
8.30 am.
logged, no recently at any rate so as it
SEAC ( South East Asia Command I, Colombo,
de_serves prominence., it will be I pia'ced in '
15.275 me, 19.64 m.: Roy Matthews, of
thi,
category. For several weeks Mr. Edel
Perth, reports this station as being heard
and I hove been trying to run this chop to
around 3 .30 pm at good strength. I Scheearth,
but morse or _static always happened
dule now appears to be 1.30 to 3.30 pm.
when call-s1gn was given. However, patience
When closin,g at 3.30, they gave frequency,
was reworded, and on November 5 call was
etc., and said, "We shall be on the air
plainly heard during o pause in the almost
again at 12 30 Indian Standard Time (5
incessant morse at 10 p.m., five strokes on a
pm, Sydney); on 11.810 kilocycles in the
bell, similar to Bi,g Ben, is heard and they
25 metre band."-L.J .K.)
sometimes
relay C.B.S. at 10.15. Call is
- - , Kandy, Ceylon, 15.275 me., 19.64 m.:
again heard around 10.30. Signal is quite
This one is reported by Hugh .Perkins, of
strong
but
spoilt
by morse. The. five strokes
Malanda, Queensland, and Wally Young, of
on the bell ore hard to reconcile as the
Adelaide. Both heard Kandy testing with
time
in
Haiti
corresponding
to 10 p.m.; in
the BBC at 7 pm. At 8.30 pm .were in
Sydney would be 8 o.m.-L.J.K.
parallel with VUD-6, 25.45 m.
VUD, Delhi, 15.16 me, 19 79 m.: And another WVLC, Leyte, Philippine Islands, 7.795 m.c.,
38,44 m.: This transmitter, which is apparnew Indian heard at .great strength around
ently at Gen. MacArthur's H.Q., is at great
I . 10 pm. At 1. 15 announced they were
strength from around 9 p.m. until late at
also to be heard on 19.54, 25.27 and 25.51
night, when transmissions ta Australia and
m.-L.J.K.
NPM, Pearl Harbour, 17.445 me, 17.20 m.:
overseas newspapers can be heord-L.J.K.
Wally Young, of Apeloide, reports this one Paris Radio, 9.555 m.c., 31.40 m.: "lei Paris
Like other Point-to-Point transmitters, is
Radio" reported by Mr. Arthur Cushen as
likely . to be heard at any time. I had
putting in a very .g ood signal at 4.15 p.m.
heard them several times, but I om gratewith exercises and getting-up tunes. News
ful to Mr. Young for coll-sign which if
at 4.30 and talk on Maquis. Modern numbers, like "Tipperary." "Hong Out the
given when I was listenir;g was missed.
- - , London, approx. 15.01 me, 19.98 m.:
Washing," etc., heard till -5 p.m., when
Appears to be a new BBC transmitter
news is a.gain broadcast. Now clear of GWB.
heard in parallel with GWC in Forei,gn WLWR, Cincinnati, 6.386 m.c., 46.97 m.: Mr.
broadcasts, around 9.30 pm. French was
Ted Whiting submits this new spot for The

OCEANIA
Australia

Crosley Corporation.
p.m. in English. ·

He hears them at 4

New BBC Transmitters: Here is a list supplied
by Mr. Ted Whiting, the coll-signs of which
are so far unknown:
15.21 m.c., 19.72 m.: Heard with GSO
at midnight.
15.095 m.c., 19.87 m.: Heard with GSO
at 1.15 a.m.
12.36 m.c., 24.26 m.: Heard with GRV
at 1 a.m.
12.02 m.c., 24.95 m. · Heard in News in
En,glish at 2.30 a.m.
9.60 m.c., 31.22 m.: Heard in foreign
language at 7 o.m.
And Mr. Matthews submits:
5.80 m.c., 51.72 m.: Heard with news
at l o.m.

WCQD, location somewhere in Pacific, 7.87

.... m.c., 38.14 m.: Mr. Whiting is hearing this
one around 8 p.m.

-~··

AFRICA
Belgian Congo

HNB, Leoi)()lchille, 15.17 llH'. 19.iH
Only fair at 9 pm (Matthews),
HNB, Leopolchille, 11.64,.5' me, Z.5.7U
111.: Heard 2-l l am and 2.45-3.50 pu,
(1-lo\\'e, "l1ni\'ersalite").
Ill.:

Egypt
Cairo, 6.32 1ne, J.7 .-i7
:,.,'o broadcasts recent]~- (Howe).
SlTP-:2,

111.:

French Equatorial Africa
Bra1-1-aville, 1.5.,595 mc, 19.2,j
m.: F,lir to p;ood from 8.:30 pm ( :\I atth ews)·
On 11.97 me, 25.0(J m. is p;ood in th"
morninp; (Gaden).
On 12.12 me, 24.75 n1. I ten rd at
8.:30 !Jill (Young).
See "Xew Stations" for !l.83 lllC',
a0.52 m.
On 9.4-t me, :31.78 11 1.: Ne\\'s in Eng-lish at 4.45 and 9./JO am (Cushen).
Heard well from ;J-t.40 pm ( Howt',
"Universalite").
Brazzadlle is using- 11 1 kiloinltt
station on 9680 kiloc,vcles and two
stations of .500 watts on 7023 and
,58.58 kilocycles. Operating- times are
k
not ·nown (N o]an).
F'.l.l,

Senegal
FGA, Dakar, 11.41 me, 26.29 m.:
Heard at 6.30 am (Gillett). Heard at

As the Ultimate factory is engaged
in vital war production, the supply
of Ultimate commercial receivers
cannot be maintained at present.

Sole Australian Concessionaires:

GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD.
267 Clarence Street; Sydney
Victorian Distributors: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD., 208 Little Lonsdale Street
Melbourne
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laboratory is situated at 267 Clarence Street, Sydney.

Servicing of all brands of radio sets
amplifiers, as well as Rola Speakers
is also undertaken at our laboratories.
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Cautemala
WNltX, New York, H.55 me, 20.61
,rood strength. Scher!. is: .5 .15-7.20
.1m (Cushen).
TG \\' A, (;uatemala, 15.17 me. 19.78 Ill: Heard around 7.-t5 am and 9 prn.-m.: Heard signing off at 11.30 am. N,i L.,J.K.
Mozambique
English, but letters easily followed
WNH.1, Ne"· York, lil.05 me, 22.98
CH 7 FID, Lourenco Marques, 9.86:l (Gaden).
111.: Closes !J an1 (Gaclen, Ferguson).
nic, 3(U2 m.: Heard at 5.55 am (GilSOUTH AMERICA
_ Opens at 9 pm with terrifi<' punch
lett).
(Kolan, Matthews).
·
Argentine
CR,-AA is the call on 5.86 me, 51.19
Ll'lE, Buenos Aires, 6.085 me, t9.30 11 1.;V~~~~~ ?;on~~1 \ 3 1
.mPa;;·~i:
111.
They have a swell card, too
m/n (Nolan).
( Congratulations, Ray. -- 111.: Heard at 8.-t5 pm (Young),
(:-;-olan).
I .. J.K.)
Brazil
\\'L ,vR, C'nnati, 12.967 me. 23. 13
The call on /H90 kc, 8,5.96 m, i~ • Mr. Ho\\'e of ''UniYersalite" \\Tites: 1n .: Opens at 7.30 pm (Gaden, Nolan).
Cll7-AB (Nolan). (1 think this one "111 regard to Mr. Gillett·s enqu iry in
WL"'K, C'nnati, 11.71 me, 25.62 m.:
,ms logged b~· Rex Gillett last August. .Jul\· issu e of "A.R."'·", it may be Good at 10 pm (Matthews) .
- 1... J.K.)
PRE-9, Fortale,m Brar.il, it not CP-2.''
WRUL, Boston, 11.73 me, 2,5.,58 m.:
( PRE-9 is .shown as 6.10,5 me and on Excellent at 10.30 pm (Gaden). (Jolly
CHINA
the air from 7 am tillL.J.K.)
nuisance in the afternoon at times,
X(iOY, Chungking, 11.909 me, 2.5.19
U.S.A.
spoiling KGEI from 3 tiU 5.•t5.1u: :\1odulation has improved lately and
· K.)
at 8.03 pm can be followed. San Francisco, unless othenl'ise L.,JWLWL,
11 e"·s
C'nnati, 9.897.5 me., 30.31
Schedule is 8-9.30 pm.-L.J.K.
lllentioned.
n1.: Opens at 9.15 a.rn. and ,vLWR on
\\'S CO, Somewhere in China, 8.01
KROJ, 17.76 me, 16.89 u1.: Yery same frequency closes at ·.5 pm, reIll(',
37.•t8 m.: This Armed Forces good at mid-day (Perkins).
opening at 5.15.
Haclio Station transmits from 10.30
KROJ, 9.897.5 me, 30.31 n1.: Closes
WNRA, New York, 9.855 me., 30.-H
p111
a
programme for the troops. at 8 . ir, am, but ,·ery poor signal
(Cushen).
(Gaden). (Not audible down here.-· m.: Closes at 9 am and re-opens at
5.1.5 pm (Gaden, Nolan).
L..J.K.)
INDIA
Causes had heterodvne on KWIX
1-i:\\'IX, !J.855 111c, 30.·H m.: Better
See ,,!so "Xe"· Stations''
than KROJ at 6 pm (Gaden). Good from 6 till 8.30; closes 9 pm.-L.J.K.
\' UD, Delhi, on 15.29 and 15.35 me, at night, except for heterodyne ( Per\VNRI on same frequency opens at
irood, morning, afternoon and night kins). Some nights is oYerpo\\·ered by 9.15 am and closes at 5 pm (Gaden).
(Matthews) . From about 9.45 pm can \\'NRA.-L.J.K.)
Good at 10 am (Matthews).
hear news on 6.19, (i.1.5 and 6.13 me
KGEI, 9.-53 me, 31.48 n1.: Opens at
WRUW, Boston, 9.70 me, 30.93 rn.:
(Gaden).
8.45 pm, at excellent strength (Mat- \' ery good at 10.30 pm (Gaden).
\'UC-2, Calcutta, 7.2l me., 41.61 m.: thews).
\\'NBI, New York, 9.67 me., 31.02
KRCA, 9.-t9 me, :31.61 ni.: Fair all
Being h;-ard at ,5_.i.5 am (Gillett).
n1.: Fair at 9 pm (Matthews).
evening (Matthews).
U.S.S.R.
KES-2, 8.93 me, 33.58 m.: Fair at
.\Iosco\\· on J.5.75, 15.37 and 9.565 night (Matthews). Ruined by rnors<'
rne. all good at 9. -io pm in English do\\'n here.-L.J .K.
K,VY, 7.565 me. B!J.66 m.: Opens COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
(Matthews).
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
strongly at 10.30 pm, but too much
CENTRAL AMERICA
interference for really pleasant recepCosta Rica
tion (Gaden). Spoilt by morse, here,
Applications are in'Yited for appoint1Tll'G, San .Jose, 9.617 me, 31.20 m . : too. - L.J. K.
ment to a position of
KGEX, ·7.25 rue, 41.38 m.: Excellent
Fair to good from 10 pm, haYe a hit
of a job to scrape off \'LC-6, 9.61:; at night (Gaden, Matthews, Edel, ASSISTANT RESEARCH OFFICER
me, hut managed to get out a report Perkins).
on the staff of the
K\\'ID, 7.23 me, ilA9
lo hilll (Matthews). (\T,C-6 no\\' goes
m.:
\'ery
ELECTIWTECHNOLOGY
SECTION
good at night (Gaden).
off at 9..t5 pm, returning at 11 plll.KEL, Bolinas, 6.86 me, i3.73 Hi.:
L..J. K.)
of , the Council's National Standards
C,ood at 7.15 pm (Perkins).
Laboratory, Sydney. The officer is
KROJ, 6.10 me, 49.15 m. : Has nn
required for a senior position in "
awful
heterodyne
most
of
the
time-·
FOR SALE
dreadful (N ol~n, Perkins, Edel, Mat- group engaged upon essential investithe"·s) . The same objectional HUM gations in tropic proofing of teleTEXT BOOKS
is preYalent here, from 6.50 till 10.50 cmrn11unications and electrical equip( 11 Cathode-ray Osei Ilogrophs,
pn1. The last fiye or ten minutes of ment. i\n applicant should hold either
a
University degree or Technical
by J . H. Reyner.
reception is perfect.- I ,.,J. K.
College diploma in electrical engineer(2) The Mathematics of Wireless,
U.S.A.
ing and should haYe had at least .5
by Rolph Stronger.
years experience .in the electrical 01·
(Other than California)
( 31 Oxy-ocetylene Welding,
t'aclio industry. Salary range £396 to
\\'LWL, Cinci,mati, 1-5.23 me, 19.6!.l :£.HO p .a. Commencing salary within
by Potter.
All in new condition'. at 20 % below cost n1.: Ne"· schedule is 8-10 pm (Cush- range according to qualifications and
en). Little early in the year for us experience.
Applications containing
Write :
to hear East Coast stations on 19 full particulars including ape, nationmetre
band
at
night,
but
they
are
CAMPBELL PATTERSON
ality and present employment, with
collling in " ·ell in the \\·est.
copies only of references (if any) to
(ex VK5XR)
\\'GEO,
15.33;
WCBX,
15.2,; No. 333, care Scientific Personnel, Bo"
WLWK, 15.25; WOOC, 15.19; WNBI, 2-t82 A.A., G.P.O., Melbourne,. by 7th
Box 133,
15.l5 and \VRUS, 15.13 me, are December.
QUORN, SOUTH AUSTRALIA
classed a,5 fair to good by Mr. :Vlat•!••:••:o:..:..:++!••!••!••!..•!••!••!••!..!••!o!••!..!..!••!••!..:o:..:••!• the\\. S a ro Un d 10 p. In.
•!..!,..!••!++!ff!ff!ff!..!••!++!ff!ff!++!ff!++!•+!ff!ff!ff!ff!++!..!++!++!..!•

a~ ~f~~)

-----------------------
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WOOC, New York, 9.65 me, 3I.O'l
Good at 11 am (Matthews).
\VLWO, C'nnati, 9.59 me, 31.30 m.:
Fair at 10 am (Matthews).
WBOS, Boston, 9.57 me, 31.35 m.:
Signs at 7.30 pm (Cushen).
WGEA, New York, 9.53 me, 31.4t<
m.: Good at 9 p.m. (Matthews). (Not
in the race, here, with KGEI-L.J.K.).
WL\VL, C' nnati, 7.832.5 me, 38.3 m.:
Signs at 5 pm (Cushen).
WLWR .on same frequency opens at.
.'i.15 pm (Gaden). (Think you will fin<l
\VOO"' is the call at that hour, closing:
at 6.30- , \VLWR opens at 5.15 on
9.89.-L.,T.K.)
WOO\V, New York, 7.82 me, /38.36
rn.: Good at 11 am ( :vlatthews).
\VL\VO, C'nnati, 7.,575 me, 39.6 rn.:
\' ery good aroun<l .5 p.m. (Gaden) .
WNRX, New York, 7.565 me, 39.66
rn.: Good at 9 am (Matthews).
The pick of the "Voice Lads" towards .5 pm-but often spoilt by
morse . (Gaden) . (Closes at 5 pm.L.J.K.)
\VL\VR, C'nnati, 6.37 me., •Vi.IO m . :
Splendid signal ruined by morse towards ,5 pm (Cushen). (Closes at !i.L..J.K.)
rn.:

HEK'.-8, "Berne 1.:JS me, 40.65 m.:
pm, except Sun(Matthews) days (Howe, "Universalite").
HET-3, Berne, 7.36 me., 40.76 m.:
Good at 1.30 am (Matthews).

~B'I', Stocknofm, 15.15$ me, HT.80

m.: Good on Sundays at 9 pm, also Heard 11.30 am-I

on 11.705
(Edel).

me at

times

Switzerland

HER-5, Berne, 11.96 me, 25.08 m.:
Excellent on Tuesday and Sats., 3-- -t.30 pm (Gaden, Edel, Cushen, Gillett,
Young).
(The above paragraph together with
other Swiss items was squeezed out
of October issue owing to pressure on
space. The position now is that with
GYY on 11.955 beamed to Australia
the Swiss Broadcasting Corporation
mav confine their broadcasts to Austraiia to 26.31 metres (the transmitter
that replaced 23.14 metres) and alter
their schedule to an hour or so later.
It would therefore be wise to keep an
ear to the dial in case this happens.
HER-5, Berne, 11.865 me, 25.28 m.:
Heard at 12.25 am, signing off transmission to the Orient (Edel).
HER-, Berne, 11.775 me, 25.1,8 m.:
Transmission to Central and South
Africa at 1.50 am. Announces wavelength in Suisse and French Signal
RS Q5 (Edel).
- -, Berne, 11.402 me, 26.31 m.:
MISCELLANEOUS
Used by Swiss Broadcasting Corp. on
Arabia
Tuesdays and Saturdays from 3 till
-t.30 pm, replacing 23.14 me, but see
ZNR, Aden, 12.115 me, 24. 77 m.:
remarks under 25.08 m.-L.J.K.
At 2.55 am, "You are listening to
station ZNR, Aden, Arabia on a waveHEO-4, Berne 10.338 me, 29.01 rri.:
length of 24.77 metres." (Edel).
Heard 5.40-6.15 am; 9.30-11 am
( Howe, "Universalite").
Canada
(Note: Slightly lower frequency
CBFX, Montreal, 9.63 me, 31.15 m.: than that previously listed-10.345 me.
Good at 10 pm (Matthews). Splendid, - L.J.K.)
here, too.-L.J.K.)
HER-4, Berne, 9.539 me, 31.45 m.:
Newfoundland
Heard 11.30 am-1 pm (Howe, "Uni\'ONH, St. ,Johns, 5.97 me, 50.25 m.: versalite") .
Was delighted to receive a card from
HER, Berne, 8.185 me, 32.66 m.:
these people and surprised to read Fair at 9.30 am (Matthews).
they only use 300 watts power (Nolan).
HER-, Berne, 7.395 me., 40.56 m.:
(Nice catch, Ray. -L.,J.K.)
ln relav with 25.48 to West Africa at
:U5 a~ (Edel).

SHORTWAVE NOTES TOO LATE
FOR CLASSIFICATION
Ceylon
Heard Kandy agatn, testing on
lo.275 m.c. at 9.45 p.rn. Mentioned
KDU but I cannot hook these letters
11p "·ith anything (Perkins).

Africa
CNR, "Radio Moroc," 8.035 m.c.
37.34 m.: Heard closing with "March
Lorraine" at 2.45 p.rn. (Cushen) .

..•.•.-.•..... ....................................
~

STOP PRESS
As from November 4, The Swiss
Broadcasting Corporation are transmitting to Australia and the Pacific
from 6-7.30 p.m. on 23.14 and
25.61 m.
The signal on 25.61 is excellent
rig.ht through, but on 23.14 very
poor owing to Morse.

·····-·.-.·························...................
Brazzaville

He FZI on 11.67 rn.c., 25.71.rn.: Dr.
Gaden writes, "From my listening, station is still RNB, Leopoldville. Relays
or tRkes programme from Yank at 5.15
a.Ill. At 5.30 Dutch given by man. At
5.4(' call by female is "lei Leopoldville,
etc." At -.45 man gives schedules and
Leopoldville is called and so on. Have
been on him, on and off, till nearly
Portugal
9 a.m. and call is Leopoldville. InCS W -6, Lisbon 1 1. 04 m c, 2 7 .17 m. : ~ ~ ! I E * cidentally, "\VLWO, on 11.71 rn.c., at
Being heard again with operatic music COUNCIL FOR SCIENTIFIC AND 6.30 a.m., mentions that Leopoldville,
around 7.1.5 am.-L.J.K.
on 25. 77 m., transmits for South Africa
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
at 5 p.m. South African time."

Mexico

XETT, Monterey, 9.55 me, 31.39 m.:
Heard on a few occasions ,Yith good
signal at 10 ..55 pm (Gillett).
XE\V\V, Mexico City, 9.50 me.,
;n.58 rn.: Fair at 9 am, but the outstanding Latin-American any afternoon (Gaden, Gillett).

Sweden
SDB-2, Stockholm 10.775 me, 27.83
m.: Heard at 4.30 pm (Young).
Morse spoils musical programme at 2
am (Edel) .
Being heard well in
U.S.A. from 2-8 am (Howe, ''Universalite").

Great Britain
Applications are invited for appointment to
positions as Technical Offcers on the staff
of the Council's Divison of Radiophysics,
Sydney. Applcants should hold a Technical
College Diploma in electrical or radio engineering and should preferably have had experience in the radio industry. The salarv
range for these positions is from £274 to
£454 p.a.
Commencing salary within the
ran,ge will depend on qualificatons - and experience but will be above the minimum of
the range. Applications containing full particulars, includng age, nationality and present employment with copies of references
(if any) to No. 318, care Scientific Personnel,
Box 2482 A.A., G.P.O., Melbourne, by 14th
December, 1944.
\
,

GSN, 11.82 rn.c., 25.38 m.: A failure,
much more the worse of all in Pacific
service. Have cabled the BBC recommending "·ithdra.wal of GSN and replacing with GRX-think this would be
much better (Cushen). (GSN is not a
good signal in Sydney until last fifteen
minutes or so of transmission. It is
directed to New Zealand till 8 p.m.
GRX, which closes at 5.30, is also
beamed to New Zealand and is a great
signal here when closing, so the suggestion, if entertained, woukl , win ap•!..!••!..!••:..:..:..:..:..:..:++:++:..:...:..:..:++!++!++!++:..:..:++!++!++!• prov al in this city .-1.... ,J. K.) .
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Allied and Neutral Countries Short-Waye
Schedules
These schedules which have been compiled from listehers' reports, my
own observations, and the acknowledged help of "Universalite" and
"Victory News," are believed to be correct_ at time of goif!g to press,
but are subject to change without notice. Readers will show a
grateful consideration for others if they will notify. me of any
alterations. Please send reports to: L. J. Keast, 23 Hon1ton Ave. W.,
Carlingford. Urgent reports, 'phone Epping 2511
Loggings are shown under "Short Wave Notes and Observations."
Symbols: N-New sations; S-Change of Schedule; F-Change of
frequency; X-See Short-wave Notes.
Call Sign Location Mc.
M. Time: ·East. Australian Stand'd
GYR, London-21.67 N 13.84-7-10.15 p.m.
GSH, London-21.47 S 13 97-9.45 p.m.-1.30 a .m.
GYO, London-18.08 16.$9
AFHQ, Algiers--18.02 16.64
GRQ, London-18.02 16.64
VWY, Kirkee-17.94 16.72-Around 9.30 p.m .
XBC, D. New Guinea-17.91 N 16.75-lrreg 9 a .m.
GRP, London-17.87 S 7-11.45 p.m.; 1.30-3.45 a.m. 16.79
EIRE, Athlone--17.84 16.82-3.30-4 a_m.
YUD- 5, Delhi-17.83 N 16.83
WCDA, New York-17 .83 16.83-ldle
WCRC, New York-17.83 16.83-ldle.
WCBN, New York-17 .83 N 16.83-10.15 p.m.-9 · a.m .
GSY, London-17.81 S 16.84-7 p.m.-1.15 a.m.
YLl-8, Sydney-17.80 16.85-ldle
.
WLWO, C'nnati-17 80 16.85-7.30-8.45 a.m .; 10 p.m.-4.30 a.m .
GSG, London-17.79. S 16.86-9-10.30 p.m.
WRCA, New York-17 .78 16.87-11 . p.m.-2.45 a .m.
WNBI, New York-17 .78 16.87-7.30-8 .45 a.m.
OPL, Leopoldville-17.79 16.88-4.55-6.15 a.m .
KWID, 'Frisco-17.76 N 16.89-6-9.45 a .m.
KROJ, 'Frisco-17.76 16.89-11 a.m .-1.45 p.m.
WRUW, Boston-17.75 16.90-9.30-11.15 a.m .; 12.15 a.m .-4.30 a.m .
GYQ, London-17.73 16.92
LRA-5, B'nos Aires-17 .72 16.93
- -, B'ville--17.71 16.94-6.30-7 a.m.
GRA, London-17.71 16.94
GYP, London-17.70 N 16.95-8.45-9 P.m.
KMI, 'Frisco-17.09 17.5-lrreg.
WCW, New York-15.85 18.93
LSL-3, B. Aires--15.81 18.97
- - , Moscow-15.75 S 19.05-8.47 a.m.-Noon; 9.20-11.30 p.m. ;
2-3 a .m.
FZI, B'ville--15.59 S 19.25-8. 15-10.45 p.m.
RHB, L'ville-15.53 19.33-9-11 p.m.
KKR, Bal inas-1 5.46 19.4-1 rreg. around noon .
GRD, London-15.45 S 19.43-1.30-5.15 a .m.
GWE, London-15.43 S 19.44-3.45 p.m.-1.15 o.m.
GWD, London-15.42 19.46-5.45 p.m.-8 p.m.
- - , Moscow-15.40 F 19.47-See 19.51.
GRE, London-15 .37 19.51

RETURNED FOR KEEPS
Listening to Radio News-Reel Pacific
Edition No. 1453 last night (November 6), I learnt that the bells and the
shepherd's flute-the identification signal. of Athens Radio, . handed to the
BBC on April 29, 1941, for safe keeping, have been handed back to the
Greek Minister in London.
I remember well, hearing the last
broadcast, under Greek regime, on
April 28, 1941, of the Athens Radio
(see "A.R.W.," May, 1941, page 42)
and I also call to mind the handing
over of the identification signal to the
BBC (see "A.R.W.," October 1941,
page 19) .
So, when Greek meets Greek, let us
hope they will reopen their radio station and that the signal has been returned for keeps.
Therefore, watch out for SVM. The
wavelength chiefly heard in Sydney was

a.m.

TGWA, Guatemala-15.17 19.78-3.45-4.55 a.m. (Mon. till 8.15)
YLG-7, Melb.-15.6 19.79--6-8. 10 a .m. (Sun. from 6.45)
SBT, Stockholm-15. 15 19.80-1-4.15 a.m., News 1.01 a .m.
WNBI, New York-15.15 S 19.81-9.45 p.m.-5.30 a.m.
WRCA, New York-15 . 15 S 19.81-7-9.45 a.m.
GSF, Londan-15. 14 S 19.82-3-6 p.m.; 7 p.m.-1.15 a.m .
KGE I, 'Frisco-15. l 3 S 19.83-6-8.30 p.m .
WRUS, Boston-15.13 S 19.83-6.45-8 a.m.; 9.45 p.m .-3.30 a.m.;
3.45-6.30 a.m.
HY J, Vdtican C-1 5. 12 19.84-1 rre,g. in afternoons
- - , Moscow-15 .11 · 19.85-P/I with 19.70 met.
GWC, London-15.07 S 19.91-5.30-6 .30 p.m.; 8.15 p.m.-6.45 a.m .
GWG, London-15.06 19.92-No schedule
- - , London-15.01 N 19.98-See "New Stations"
WWY, Washington-15.00 20.00-Frequency check.

30.19 metres from 5.40-6 a.m. The
twenty minutes was in English, with
news at 5.45. Another wavelength for
the same call-sign was 42.4 metres, with
a schedule of 4.45-8.30 a.m., but it was
seldom audible in Sydney.
During the occupation of Athens the
Germans were heard occassionally
using 24.60 metres around 6.15 a.m.
Announcements were in German, followed by a woman in Greek.

----o----

Test Equipment Released

The Director of Radio and Signal
Supplies announces that the control
at present operating on the release of
test equipment and meters for civilian
purpoi,es has now been lifted. It will,
therefore, be no longer necessary for
applicants such as radio servicemen
to obtain permission or make application for the purchase of any of these
items required for the maintenance of
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Call Sign Location Mc.
M. Time: East. Australian Stand'd
- - , Moscow-15.37 S 19 51
KWU, 'Frisco-15.35 19.5°3-9.45-11.30 a .m.
VUD-3, Delhi-15 .35 19.54
WRUL, Boston-15.35 S 19.54-M/N-3.30 a .m.; 3.45-4,30 a .m.
WRUW, Boston S-15.34 S 19.54-4.45-8 a.m.; 8.15-9.15 a.m.
WGEO, S'tady-15.33 S 19.57-5.45-7 . 15 a .m.; 9-11.15 p.m.; 11.30
p.m.-5.30 a.m.
KGEX, Frisco-15 33 . 19.57-8.15 a.111.-3 p.m.
KGEI, 'Frisco-15.-33 19.57-ldle.
YLl-3, Sydney-15.32 S 19.58-8. 15-9.45 p.m.; · 10-11 p.m .
YLC-4, Shep'ton-1.31 S 19.59-9-1 0. 15 a.m.; 1- 1.25 p.m.
GSP, London-15.31 S 19.60-4-6 p.m.; 9-10 p.m.; 1-1.45 a .m.; 2-2.15
am.
KGEX, 'Frisco-15.29 N 19.62-2-6.55 a.m.
KGEI, 'Frisco-15.29 N 19.62-7 a.m.-3 p.m .
YUD-3, Delhi-15.2'1 19.62-1-7.30 pm.; 9.30-11 p.m.
S.E.A.C., Colombo-15.27 N 19.64-1-3:30 p.m.
WCBX, New York-15.27 S 19.64-9 p.m.-6.45 a.m.
5
GSI, London-15 .26 19.65-1.30-7 a .m.
XBCD, New Guinea-15.26 N 19.66-lrreg.
WLWK, Cnnati-15.25 19_67-7.30-10.15 a .m.; 10.15 p.m .-7.15 a.m.
WLWL, C'nnati-15.23 N 19.69-7-lC a.m .; 8-11.45 p.m.; M/N-12.30
a .m.; 12.45-3. 15 a.m.
YLG-6, Melbourne--15 23 S 19.69-1-1 .25 p.m.
- - , Moscow-15.22 · 19.70-7 .15-7 .40 a.m.; 8.47-9.30 a.m.; l l.15.
11 .40 a.m.-9.4'.J-10.2G p.m.
WBOS, Boston-15.21 S 19.72-7.30-10.15 a.m.; 9.45 p.m.-7.15 am,
XGOY, C. King-15 .20 19.73-lrreg.
WLWL-1, C'nnati-15.20 N 19.73-8-11.45 p.m.; M/N-12.30 a.m.
TAQ, Ankara-15 .19 19.75-7.30-10.15 p.m.
YUD-5, Delhi-15 . 19 N 19.75-8 pm.KROJ, 'Frisco-15. l 9 S 19.75-2-4.45 a.m.; 5-6.45 a.m.; 7-10.45 a.m.
WOOC, New York-15.19 S 19.75-9.45 p.m .-7 a.m .
WKRX, New York-15.19 S 19.75-Think now idle
XGOX, ·chungking-15.18 19.76-Wed. only 10-10.45.
GSO, London-15 .18 S 19.76-2-6.30 a .m.; 4-6 pm .; 10.30 p.m .• 1.45

civilian receivers. It is pointed out
that this relaxation in the control only
applies to the disposal and not to the
manufacture of this equipment.

----o---O~E STATION THAT WILL
VERIFY
To celebrate the completion of the
erection of their new 220 ft. selfsupporting vertical steel radiator, it
is the intention of 5KA, Adelaide, to
broadcast a special DX programme on
Saturday, 2nd December, from 12.30
to 1.30 a.m. ( Sydney time) .
Wavelength is 250 metres, 1200 kilo,
cycles, and the power 500 Watts.
Each report received will be ackknowledged with a special DX card.
Seldom any reference to medium
wave creeps into these pages, but as
a South Australian born, and a soft
spot in my heart for the City of Culture, lt just had to go in.
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VALVES
(Coritinued from page 20)
ti ve if it is of the ,same material as the
electron emitter; thus, if barium oxide
is used as an emitter, barium would be
used as the getter. The getter is placed
in the valye during assembly in such
a position that it may be heated independently by eddy currents. Just before or after the exhausting tube is
.sealed the getter is heated, causing it
to volatilise; it will. then settle on the
cold glass envelope, giving it its mirrorlike finish. Care must be taken so that
the getti;r does not condense on any
part of the valve where it will cause
leakage paths between the electrodes.
The getter will clean up any occluded
gas.

Screen Grids
A most effective way to reduce the
leakage capacity is to introduce an
electrostatic screen between the grid
and plate. The screen takes the form
of a grid and is known as the "screen
grid." The shielding actiqn of the
screen grid is made more effective by
connecting a suitable by-pass condenser
between the screen grid and cathode,
!('!Vlllg the screen grid a radiofrequency cathode _potential.

As the screen is operated at a positive Yoltage there will be a current flow
from the cathode to "screen." Most of
the electrons attacted by it will pass
through to the plate, so it can be seen
that the screen is a force that will
attract electrons from the cathode to
the plate. The screen is also a shield
on the attractive force between the
Capacity Factors
plate anrl the space charge, so that
The interelectrode capacities between the current flowing through the valve
the different elemoots of the valve are is dependent on the screen voltage,
of considerable importance, and in a which makes it possible to obtain higher
triode are three in numbe : (1) Grid- amplification with the screen grid valve
plate capacity -1he leakage capacity; than with a triode.
(2) ~rid-cathode capacity - the _input
The screen-grid valve having four
,
•
• "t t
capacity; (3) cathode-plate capacity - 1 1 t d
. 1_
d ,,
the output capacity. To these capaci- e ec ro es is .. no\\ n ,ls a
e ro e.
ties must be added the canacities of
The introduction of the screen grid
their associated supports and leads.
will not entirely eliminate the ·Jeakage
capacity, but in the case of a receiving
The leakage capacity may cause
valve will reduce it from 8 microfarads
energy to be fed back from the output
to ,01 microfarads.
circuit to the input circuit, which athiµ-h freQuencies is in most applications
Secondary emission may take place
undesirable. Efforts to reduce or over- from the olate and is due to the bomcome the leakage have been made by bardment · of the surface of the plate
the size and positioning of the elements by electrons, which is sufficient to reand their supports.
lease electrons from the material of the

THE FUTURE FOR RECORDINGS (Continued from page 25)
unable to purchase in this country
equipment which will fill their requirements and they are now using their
own design of equipment which will
take l 7in. discs having 150 grooves per
inch. 10,000 cycles has been adopted
as the upper limit of the frequency
range.
More than one speaker saw in the
discussion an excellent opportunity of
taking stock of the present position
of the art and assessing the prospects
for the future. In this connection the
cbmment was made that in the past
there has been a tendency to disregard
the fact that the reproduced sound
should at least resemble the original!
Cheap gramophones were blamed for
this and although it was s~ggested that
as regards film reproduction of sound
the same criticism did not apply, it was
hinted that in this field also the cheapjack was beginning to make his influ·ence felt. The importance of the coordination of electro-acoustic research
work was stressed, there being various
lines of development under investiga-
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tion at the present time. A published
list of standards was necessary, but
nothing authoritative had yet been done
in this country. The warning was given
that this question would have to be
faced very soon. The demand was
made for standards of speeds, qis,·
cutters, dimensions of grooves, etc.,
and dissatisfaction was expres_sed as
regards the present positjon concerning background noise.
. . The weight of_ pick-ups received cons1derable attent10n and the hope was
expressed !hat there would be no more
120 gm. pi~k-ups a nd n? more motors
of uncertam speeds. Pick-ups of not
more than 40 Ifill· were reco_mmend~d.
;h1~re~~~r!~·f p:i~:P2 t~~n:a~~ i~egis~~
. h
th
dl
· t
me · on
e nee e porn ·
For home use, at least for a long
time, it was felt that the disc must
predominate over the film owing to
the higher cost of film apparatus and
the greater expense of processing.
-"Practical Wireless" (Eng.)

plate. In a triode this is of little consequence, as the electrons will return
to the plate, but in the tetrode will be
attracted to the screen especially when
the plate voltage falls below that of
the screen. This results in the plate
current being lowered with a decrease
in amplification.
Suppressor Grid
Another grid is interposed between
the screen and the plate and is known
as the "suppressor-grid"; the valve is
then known as a pentode. The sup- ·
presso'r is of very open construction
and is at a negative potential to the
lowest voltage to which the plate may
fall. This negative potential is obtained by connecting it directly to the
cathode. Any secondary emission from
the plate is kept out of the influence
of the screen by the suppressor and
finally will return back to the plate,
so that the plate current is not reduced,
which increases the possibilities of
amplification.
Another method to O\'ercome the
secondary emission is used in the English discovery of the "beam-power"
valve. The screen and control-grids are
wound so that their corresponding turns
are directly opposite and are of the
same oitch. This will reduce the screen
current; the better the alignment the
less the screen current. Between each
of the grid supports and the plate is
placed an earthed shield in the form
of a olate and are utilised to shield the
anod~ from electrons which come under
die influence of grid support wires
where electron focussing is imperfect.

The B~m Effect
If the electrodes are correctly placed
the electrons travelling to the anode
are slowed down and may almost stop,
which causes, in effect, a _space charge
whkh will repel any secondary emission which will return to the anode.
As the screen current is so low and
the suppressor action is so effective,
this type of valve has for its characteristics high efficiency, high sensitivity
and high power output.
The introduction of the superhetrodyne principle brought with it the re quirement for a valve to mix two frequencies together, so another grid was
introduced into the pentode Which , Is
known as the "injector-grid." This grid
is so designed that it will have sufficient
control over the electron stream without causing too much interaction be·: ween the oscillator and the mixer
1·alYes.
'
Other types of rece1vmg \'alves
usuallv consist of combinations of the
standard types in the one envelope.
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WObBUR
(Continued fron, poge 26)

SPEEDY QUERY SERVICE

Conducted under the personal supervision of A. G. HULL
reached their peak value at the apex
P.A.S.
(A,1.F.)
enquires about ob- frorri 400 to 500 volts without the effecof the ascending quarter cycle. This
sequence of events occurs over and taining _a radio serviceman's licence, as tive plate voltage being more than the
he is doing repair work at ilhe camp 250 which is normal.
over again.
in his spare time.
Method of applying the Pyramid
A .-We are. not sure what the posiSweep
tion would be under the circumstances
S.D.R. (Mudgee) is finding it hard ta
The sweep voltage is applied to the as outlined by you but we suggest that procure a replacement vibrator.
grid of the control tube through the you lay ,t he facts before the Deportment
A.-Vibrotors ore in very short supply
25,000 ohm sweep width control poten- of Wor Organization of Ind u st ry at th e and ore used extensively in receivers
tiometer. The magnitude of this im- capitol city of the State in which you and other equipment for the services. We
pressed voltage will then determine the ore stationed at pr°esent. This Deport- con only suggest that you leave it to
band width of the oscillator signal. In ment handles the issue of. licences and your usual dealer to do his best to obpractice varying this control from mini- _t_hey will ~e able to advise you. No h oin one for you. It would be possible
mum to maximum will change the out- licence fee is charged.
to convert to dry battery operation, as
put frequency from 440 k.c. to 480 k.c.,
you suggest. This shou(d be quite o
a total band width of 40 k.c. The other
simple job, but batteries ore also in short
potentiometer in series with the band
D.E. (Maldon) suggests ways of supply and you may find them hard fb
width control is used to balance the means of avoiding the problem of the buy.
ratio of A.C. to D.C. voltage so that scarcity of gang condensers.
the pattern appearing on the screen
A.-Permeability tuning is a fairly
of the "scope" will have an equal
practical scheme and the inductance of
ascending and descending slope.
W.A. (Brighton) is worried about his
The potentiometer on the cathode of a suitable coil con be varied over a con- test equipment as a check revea·ls that
siderable
range
by
moving
iron
slugs
one of his meters must .be nearly- S per
the control tube is called the wave
crest equaliser and is a means of ad- through its "core." It is also possible to cent. out, as the two meters read difuse
switched
coils
for
each
station
or
ferently when placed in parallel.
justing the two peaks of the resonance
curves so that they appear as one an inductance with a sliding or revolving
A.-This is a disquieting indication
contact
to
top
off
the
desired
number
directly behind the other, with no m·erof turns. For short-wave work it is pos- but not worth losing sleep over unless
lapping at the edges.
sible to make quite an effective con- you are doing accurate work. For orUnless the phase shifting network is denser out of plates cut from a kerosene dinary radio repair work it is seldom
ad.justed correctly the rise of the curve tin with tinsnips and soldered on to a that voltages ore critical to within 5 or
at resonance will not have the same shaft. Early experiments often sur- l O per cent. On the other hand it is
amount of slope either side. In other mounted more difficult problems.
always comforting to have faith in your
words one side of waveform will be
equipment. You should hove little diffi steeply inclined or practically perpencul'ty in having the meters tested, but if
dicular and the other side will taper
you wont a standard to work on them
away "·ith a very gradual slope.
P.S. (Manly) is in doubt about direct- yourself we suggest a fresh torch battery.
The synchronising pulse from the coupling.
These ore remarkably reliable as an in''wobbler" connects to the terminals on
A.-The effective plate voltage on dication of a voltage of I} volts.
your oscilloscope marked External a valve con only be measured between
Synch. The sweep voltage on the its pltite and cathode or filament as
"scope" is set to 120 cycles. During the case may be. With direct-couplers
one pyramid cycle there are two saw- the filament is kept at a potential of
P.R. T. ( North Sydney) enquires about
tooth cycles.
I 50 to 250 volts above earth. Measured speaker resonance.
The wobbler frequency varies from between plate and earth may then read
A.-The speaker may reson4bte at 70
440 k.c. to 480 k.c. during the first
cycles, giving an increased audible outhalf of the pyramid cycle. During this
put at around this frequency, but it does
time i_nterval ~he sawtooth _swee~ draws the I.F. peak which in most cases will not mean that the speaker cannot and
a horizontal lme from left to right on be somewhere in the vicinity of• 3UZ's will not reproduce low notes of a frethe cathode ray screen. In l/l20 part wavelength. Now set the band width quency under 70. This is on entirely
of a secon~ th_e _sawtooth voltage moves control to 40 k.c. and rotate the con- erroneous impression which appears to
t~ th~ left mv1s1bly_ and_ dra~s a second denser which tunes the 6K8 oscillator be current.
lme m the same d1rectwn m the ne~t coil until the double image on the
•
1/120 s~cond, the wobbler frequency IS_ "scope" screen merges into one. The
now gomg from 480 k.c. down to 440 image may drift across the screen in
L.T.W. (Tamworth) is an amplifier
k.c.
which case the s'ync. control on the
Testing the Wobbler.
scope will have to be carefully adjusted enthusicrst who seeks guidance to detect
until the image appears stationary. It distortion.
A.-lt is most difficult to detect dis·
Firstly a superhet which has th·~ is a good plan to deliberately throw
I.F.'s tuned accurately by a reliable the set out of alignment and watch the tortion without equipment. With almost
generator will be needed. Any I.F. fre- various wave shapes that oq;ur as we any amplifier it i sonly a matter of listenquency from 450 to 480 k.c. will suffice. approach resonance. \Vhen the correct ing to it long enough and hard enough
The oscilloscope is connected across the setting of the I.F. trimmers is reached and you may eventually gain the impresdiode load resistor. Set the "scope" the peak of the resonance curve will sion that it sounds all right. One test we
frequency to 120 cycles and connect be at its maximum height and the hdve seen recommended is to operate
the wobbler output to the Aer.ial and double image on the screen will merge the speaker without a baffle. This should
Earth terminals on the receiver. Adjust into one, or one image is directly curtail the reproduction of the low notes
and only the high should be heard and
receiver dial to the 2nd harmonic of behind the other.

•
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•

•

•
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SPEEDY QUERY SERVICE (Continued)
the:y should come through clearly and
cleanly. If they appear to be drowned
out by a hash and mush of background,
the indication will be that harmonic distortion of the original low notes must
be present or perhaps parasitic oscil lotion. To carry out this test most effectively you should use an organ recording
with plenty of lows, as few highs as possible and operate the speaker without a
baffle of any kind and then stand back
from it at least five feet.

•

M.P. (Moorabbin, Vic.) asks what wi'I
be the effect of operating a triode power
valve into a speaker fitted with an input
transformer intended for a pentade.
A-This will mean a higher load for
the triode and should give you slightly
lower maximum power output but also
less second harmonic distortion. The
loading on a triode is not critical over
fairly wide I imits.

•

L. N .G. ( Beaufort, Vic.) enquires as
Zo the actual output of accumulators.
A--lf the battery has an 80 amperehour rating it should give you approximately 80 hours running at a current
drain · of 1 ampere or 160 hours at a
current drain of half an ampere, and
so on. If you greatly exceed the normal
discharge rate, as for example, trying
to draw out 80 amperes for one haul',
you would probably buckle the plates,
overheat the accumulator and generally
ruin it. There is a certain amount of
latitude in the way different manufacturers apply capacity rating, and you
can also consider it bad practice to
completely discharge the battery, so we
suggest you work on about 80 per cent.
of roting.

..... . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .

FREQ.-MOD.
(Continued from poge 8)

sideration" which may take up to five
or, ten years, possibly to wait and see
how the B.B.C. get along with f .m. and
so far there is no indication that the
B.B.C. is aware that there is any such
thing as frequency modulation. A po~sibility would be to allow the "ha.ms"
( amateur experimental transmitters) to
pioneer broadcasting on short wave
lengths with frequency modulation.
Mnny "hams" would jump at such an
opportunity, an<l those who gave good
Renice in this way could be rewarded
later by the granting of commercial
licences for an extension of a similar
service.
Poge 34

VIBRATORS

B.G. (Caulfield) has just · returned
from overseas after two years and taken (Continued from poge 22)
his radiogram out of storage, but finds
that the motor will not run at fuU speed
even when control regulator is in fastest output. Of course the ideal test is
position.
with a cathode ray oscilloscope for
then the wave form can be seen and
A-Afraid this will call for a careful adjustment easily carried out. But
mechanical inspection, and entail the everyone hasn't an oscilloscope so we
dismantling of the motor, which is not have to do the next best, and meters
a big job. The trouble is almost certain . will do a remarkably good job proto be due to grease hardening. Clean viding a little patience is used to see
and re-assemble the moving parts, mak- that the faces of the points are kept
ing sure that they are free as they go square with. each other and the gaps
together and that there is some freeness are all the same.
of end play on the main shaft. Of
course the improper speed will have a
Broken Springs
bod effect on the tonal quality, but you
may also find that the pick-up needs
attention to the rubber bushing in which
A lot of a certain Australian-made
the needle holder is mounted. This points had a bad habit of breaking
little job is a rather ticklish one, but their springs when first put into use,
not beyond the normal ability of many especially the split reed type, and this
of many of our readers, according to naturally ruined them for further use.
reports often received from them. You In the days when points were plentiful
may need to cut a new bushing from these were consigned to the junk box,
a piece of scrap rubber, using a wet but when they became scarce they were
razor blade. · The idea is to have a free given another lease of life by dismantand spongy mounting for the needle ling them and removing the contacts
holder so that it can move freely to from the broken spring and re-riveting
follow the vibrations recorded in the it to a spring taken from a. worn out
groove of the record .
unit, as these springs were usually in
good order.

•

In conclusion, a word about transM.B. (Castlemaine) raises a question
formers. I have serviced quite a few
o•bout coil efficiencies.
sets having a transformer fitted which
A.-To get the maximum gain from was made by a well known firm of
an r.f. amplifier you neer a high plate transformer manufacturers in Mt!lloading, obtainable only with efficient bourne, and were excellent in every way
coils, i.e., those having a high impedance except that the finish of the primary
when tuned to resonance. Home-wound winding was brought back across the
coils are seldom efficient when made in outside of the winding without any inthe smaller sizes, but you should do sulation between them other than the
alright if you use a former of two or enamel on the wire. After they were
three inches diameter, and o can with iri operation for a few months, the outat least another inch of diameter. For side layer was shorted out, with disbest results of all, avoid using ,cans astrous results to vibrator contacts and
and shielding as much as possible .
battery charge. I have seen the battery drain go up to as much as 3 amps.
An easy remedy is to remove the windings from the core and place some insulation under the wire where it crosses
BACK
the coil. This will remedy the defect
as the turns do not short to each
NUM.BERS
other, but only to the wire that is
across them.
Manufacturers please
Enthusiostis in Victoria are
note.
advised that bc;ick numbers
of the
A Further Note.

"Australasian Radio World"
are available from the

TECHNICAL BOOK SHOP
297 Swanston Street,
MELBOURNE

I have just read an article in a radio
magazine wherein the writer remarks
that vibrator points will give from one
to two years service. Well, I know
dozens that have given consistent service for four to five years and a few
up to seven years and are still going
strong. Some of them are of a manufacture not well respected by the trade
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Here are TWO NEW VALVES in the Eimac line
"

Sma!ltf htQltl111$ ~dh11 :f.'imac i,'r and'. 3'5'l'G., fhese
two rt!i~ ate ltllmg a need in htgb~kequett¢y equip* .
$ • me~, q( retafivelr tow-» }tQW&tcd cfass.. They ,1Jtain__a
higtror+::r of e;!Jmilm;y 9n freq-fi<.)' in the VHF _range
am(!} perfoni;J ¢<patty w.;u at lower frequencies. . . ...
In e\;-'o/ W_J!f th1~ two ;re wot:ihy additi(M1s to ~e .,
':Bi~~¥ f".mily"' • , tm:d:rodying all the Eimacc foatur-es ln-- ''.
cloom.g oomplew •fteedom froro prem~re e1nJssion• . ·
!allures d~e to f;i!S relea.~ed inrettMilly,
. Complet,: dara is il'V'&ilabfo without oblJ&'atitiri. ,~~tite .·
it today. A:li!Q ask for your oomptimentary copy of •.
lNPt:PMnif TtJ,isi}; a sbrt:y-fout pag¢ booklet which gh•!'is
th.i fundamental~ of Bfocttonics and many of• its 11ppH· ·
cations. Wrhten in layman's lang:uage1 this booklet
win assist engineer$ in explaining the art ro n~vices..

r~

w

,,.~-• S

\,~ 1,

....S " · EITEl-f&EULLOUGH~ INC.# 893 Son Mateo Avenue, Son lruno/Califoi-nia ·
·
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Whatever job you are engaged upon at
the present time, whether it is in the
Forces, or in the Factory, or in any of the
many essential Services, keep the Future
well before you. Remember, the war won't
last forever and the Peace must find you
prepared to take your place in the postwar world where competition will be very
keen. Radio rs a young industry which has shown remarkable
progress in the past few years. The future po'Ssibilities of Radio
are unlimited, and they spell security and prosperity for a man
who is trained.
YOU CAN START RIGHT AWAY
Right now openings in Radio ore greater thon
the number of men available to fill them. Here
ore three good reasons, moreover, why A.R.C.
Radio Training must interest you so vitally.
1. You will enter today's most pro,gressive
industry. 2. You will be pulling your weight
in the war effort. 3. You will hove a splendid
career ahead of you when the war is over.

TRAIN AT HOME, IN CAMP, OR AT
"I'm blessing the day I started with A.R.C.
OUR BENCHES

A.R.C. offers ambitious men a sound proven
course in Radio Engineering. Sound because it
is the result of many years' successful operation; proven, because hundreds of ex-students
owe their present success to the college. You
con learn with equal foci! ity at home, or
even in comp wrth your unit ( by means of
our correspondence course), whilst the modCOSTS LITTLE
Think of this-for a few pence per doy--oc- ernly equipped College workshops ore availtuolly less than many fellows spend on to- obit to night students.
bocco---you con prepare yourself for a mansized Job in Radio NOW.
PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE

Radio is now being used to save vital
spraying materials in Industry. The spraying of radio valves is now control led by
a new radio device. The conveyor belt
carries unpainted valves in front of fwo
special spray guns, and then into the
baking oven. A control in the form of an
electronic switch makes certain that the
guns spray each valve colT'pletely, but
withhold the spray if certain valves ore
missing from their sockets on the conveyor belt. Truly a marvellous device
which con be used by those interested
in many forms of spraying.

Already 1've earned enough to cover all expenditures, including: ( 1 ) Course paid for;
12 J Two meters, value pre-war. £26; ( 3)
Four Rodios to learn on and experiment on,
plus a fair amount of stock, value roughly
£ 15--ond, best of all, worth more than oH
- A DECENT FUTURE."
-H.B., Western Australia.

"Just a letter of appreciation and thanks
for what your radio course hos done for me.
Since obtaining my Certificate in December
I hove serviced 145 receivers, and I om
proud to soy that not one of them hod me
UNNECESSARY
beat, thanks to your wcnderful course and
You don't need a knowledge of Radio or Elec- advice.
tricity-we'll give you all you need of both,
-D.H., Home Hill, Q'ld.
in o simple, proctical manner that makes
learning easy; presented, tot>, in such a way
SEND FOR THIS BOOK
that you remember what you're taught and
speedily gain the opportunity to PRACTI- First thing to do if
CALLY use your knowledge. A.R.C. Training you want to secure
fully covers Radio Servicemen's Licensing vital Radio facts is to
send for "Careers in
requirements for technical knowledge.
Radio and Television,"
a lavishly illustrated
book published by the
College and available
to approved enquirers.
Send coupon for your
FREE COPY NOW!

AUSTRALIAN
RAD I 0
,~~------------------------To
Radio College Pty. Ltd.
,
Broadway, Sydney. 'Phone, M fi391-2 ,
COLLEGE . ':, DearAustralian
Sir,-1 om interested in Radio. Please :
Mr. L. B. GRAHAM, Principal,

PTY. LTD.

Cnr. BROADWAY & CITY ROAD
SYDNEY - Phone M6391-M6392

, send me, without obligation on my port,
, the free book, "Careers in Radio and Tele, vision."
'NAME ...
................. ..............................
, ADDRESS .... ..................... ...........................
:
A.R.W.2.
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